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1.

Hops Research in Mexico

[ARRIAGA, José Joaquin.] [Drop title:] Cultivo del
lúpulo. [Mexico City]: 1883.

Folio. [6] pp. Unbound, small hole at upper edge of each leaf. $400.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this comprehensive
agricultural manual on the cultivation of hops. At the time of publication, the author, José Joaquin Arriaga (1831-1896), was the director of
la Escuela Nacional de Agricultura which was founded in 1854 in San
Jacinto Convent, in Mexico City. Arriaga was a prolific writer and was
the founder of The Mexican Society of Natural History. He was a great
proponent for the dissemination of scientific knowledge to the laypeople
of Mexico and created a periodical called La Ciencia recreativa (The Scientific
review) that was published between 1871 and 1879.
Cultivo del lúpulo begins with the statement that the superior hops are
the ones grown in temperate climates. Although hops can grow vigorously
in moist climates, the end product is not good enough for beer-making.
Arriaga then recommends various terrains and maintains that hops need
much air, heat and sunshine, but that intense wind can ruin a crop. He
then writes about qualities needed in the soil and how to prepare the
planting area. In writing about which fertilizers are most effective, Arriaga
writes that domestic manure is best as it will come from a variety of animals. He also recommends the use of powdered fertilizers made of natural
guano (bat dung) or “el guano...artificial con base de sangre” (artificial
blood-based guano).

In writing on varieties of hops, Arriaga has noticed that outside of
botanical nomenclatures there are basically two types of hops: the ones
that ripen early and others that take longer to ripen. Commercially speaking, he writes that the hops which take longer to ripen are best. He then
writes about the planting of hops; cultivation; pruning practices (including using the pruned hops to make mulch); possible diseases and pests
that hops are vulnerable to; harvesting and storage; and the use of ovens
to dry the hops.
Arriago sums up with notes on the uses of hops. He writes that the
cones of this plant serve to preserve the beer and give it a bitter taste;
strong ropes can be made from the fibers of its stems; and horticulturists
use hops for building arbors and gazebos.
This well-researched and comprehensive study of hops cultivation
was written at a time in Mexico when the beer trade was booming due to
a recent large influx of German immigrants. Today, beer is a major export
from Mexico, mostly coming to the United States, and is a highly popular
beverage within Mexico.
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

2.

Gastronomic Job Printing
at its most Ornate

(BONBONS: Botanical illustrations in a box.) Botanique
des belles. Paris: De l’imprimerie de E. Jourdan, [1820].
I. BOOK: 2cm x 8cm. Woodcut vignette on upper wrapper. 46, [2-blank]
pp. Original yellow printed wrappers, stitched as issued, all edges
gilt, all corners bent from being preserved in the original
oval box. II. ENGRAVINGS: 5.8cm x 5cm each. Nineteen hand-colored engraved bonbon wrappers (of 20)
folded around 1/2-oval paper boards in the shape of
the original bonbon (candies removed), some faint
foxing to a few of the wrappers, remainder of red wax
seals present. III. BOX: 12.3cm x 6cm x 9cm paper board
oval box covered with embossed silver paper decorated with
flowers, leaves and stars and with the title “Botanique des
Belles” embossed on the lid, faint rubbing in a few spots.

$3500.00
An extraordinary survival! Within
a lovely and ornate oval box, is a botanical instruction booklet and a
collection of bonbons. Each of the
bonbons is wrapped by an engraving of flowers printed with green
ink, and each of the engravings has
been meticulously hand painted in 3-4
different colors. The enclosed booklet describes these different flowers, their characteristics,
and how to cultivate them.

The engravings are carefully folded around boards cut in the shape of the original bonbons and then sealed with wax on the verso. (Shaped like
half-ovals, the candies are no longer present and have been replaced by the boards.)Due to their configuration, when stacked neatly in two columns
inside the box, the bonbons fill the oval box’s interior and leave just enough room for the booklet at the top.
The small book is the extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of Botanique des belles (Paris: Etienne Jourdan). Although the corners of the
booklet are upturned (to fit into the oval box), the publication is preserved in its original printed wrappers, stitched as issued, and with all edges gilt
(unusual for a small work in wrappers). The book’s introduction begins as follows:
La Fleur est la fille du matin, le charme du printemps, la source des parfums, la grâce des vierges, l’amour des poëtes. Elle passe vîte comme l’homme; mais elle rend doucement les
feuilles à la terre. On conserve l’essence de ses odeurs; ce sont ses pensées qui lui survivent.
Roughly translated to:
The Flower is the daughter of the morning, the charm of spring, the
source of perfumes, the grace of virgins, the love of poets. She passes
quickly like humankind; but she gently returns the leaves to the earth.
One keeps the essence of her fragrance; it is her thoughts that survive her.
We have been able to date the box and its contents from the following information: the designs for the flowers were registered as part of
the ordinance for engravings on 1 April, 1820, and then, on 11 November of the same year, the publication was recorded in the Bibliographie de
la France, ou journal général de l’imprimerie et de la librairie. Later that year, the
newspaper Le consitutionnel: journal du commerce, politiqe et littéraire, printed the
following question to their readers (December 29th, 1820): “Voulez-vous
encore de nouveaux bonbons à la chartre, sur de jolies petites boites qui
continnent la Botanique des Belles, de la façon M. Etienne Jourdan?”
(Would you like to see more sweets in pretty little boxes like Botanique des
Belles in the manner of M. Etienne Jourdan?) Clearly, this book and box
made quite an impact at the time. Perhaps its rarity is due to the fact that
most people don’t save their candy wrappers, no matter how lovely?

Each wrapper is decorated with a an engraving of two or three different flowers
growing in the ground. The names of the flowers are provided along the engraving’s border. As mentioned above, the small book has short sections that provide practical information on the plants and, in some cases, poems that relate to the flowers. For example,
in writing about the anemone, the book informs us that anemone is a Greek word which
means “flower of the wind,” and that if one is careful with its cultivation, the flower can
grow in infinite varieties. There then follows this poem:
Je m’offre à vous, belle Julie,
Mais ne refusez pas mes vœux;
La couronne qu’on met dessus vos beaux cheveaux
Sans moi ne peut être accomplie
Je dois, entre les fleurs, tenir le premier rang;
On ne saurait cucillir que parmi les épines
Cette fleur que Vénus fit naître de son sang,
Et je n’en mêle point à mes beautés divines...
Roughly translated to:
I offer myself to you, beautiful Julie,
But do not refuse my wishes;
The crown that we put on your beautiful hair
Without me cannot be accomplished
I must, amongst the flowers, hold the first rank;
You can only pick among the thorns
This flower that Venus gave birth to from her blood,
And I do not mingle with my divine beauties...
The flowers represented are as follows: Crete-de-coq with Pied d’Allouette (cockscomb with larkspur); Violette with Œillet-de-Poéte (violet with wild carnation); Dodédathéon with Ulmaire (shooting star with queen-of-the-meadow); Hortensia with Sylvie (hydrangea with mum); Œillet with

Chélidoine (carnation with greater celandine); Lis blanc with Ketmie (white lily with hibiscus); Rose á cent feuilles with Iris de Germanie (cabbage rose with iris);
Verge d’or with Ixia (goldenrod with corn lily); Grenadier with Narcisse and Geranium à Zones (dahlia with narcissus and geranium); Quintefeuille with Tulipe
des Fleuristes (cinquefoils with tulip); Polemoine bleu with Dictame blanc (Jacob’s ladder with dittany); Zinnia rouge with Muguet (red zinnia with lily of the
valley); Airelle anguleuse with Fraisier (lingonberry with strawberry); Chrisanteme Caréné with Prime-vére (chrysanthemum with primrose); Reine-Marguerite
with Ambrette (marguerite with cornflower); Adonis d’Été with Lilas (summer pheasant’s eye with lilac); Coquelicot with Ciste (wild corn poppy with rock
rose); Anémone with Oranger (anemone with orange); and lastly Éphémère with Bouton de Rose (short-lived flower with rosehip). The missing wrapper
depicted Amaryllis with Bouton d’or (amaryllis with buttercup).
This is quite possibly the only remaining example of this incredible production by Etienne Jourdan. It may have survived because it was, in fact,
the product sample of the gift box; it may have never held actual bonbons and the paper board interiors, which appear to have been made contemporarily, may have been used within the wrappers for preservation purposes. In either case, it is a lovely and sumptuous example of job printing and
rather exceptional within the history of food.
In very good condition
¶ Not in OCLC.

3.

An Unrecorded American
Recipe Broadside

(BROADSIDE.) Seventy-five valuable recipes, containing information for the people, consisting of recipes for the
parlor, nursery, sick-room, toilet, and the kitchen. [Chicago]: For sale in Cha’s Heck’s Gift Prize Package, c.1860.

Broadside: 32cm x 23.9cm. Printed in three columns, signs of having been folded twice, light spotting, small tear to upper vertical fold barely touching one
or two letters (sense still very much clear), some chipping and folding to upper edge.
$750.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this broadside offering a great variety of money-saving recipes for the household. The directions
are related to food and drink, domestic science, beauty, and medicine. The unusual element of the broadside is the author’s concern with frugality.
For example, in the recipe for “Woods Hair Restorative,” the author notes that “it is the same as Gen Twiggs’ hair-dye, so generally known. It does
not dye, however, but simply restores. It costs but a trifle.” There is also practical advice such as in the recipe for “Rice Griddle-cakes” in which the
author writes that leftover rice from a previous meal can be used.

Of the seventy-four directions provided, twenty-five of them are
strictly gastronomic including “Corn Starch Pie;” “To Keep Apples Fresh
a Year;” “Venison Pie;” “Tomato Griddle-cakes;” “Dried Fruit Pies;”
“Pudding Sauce;” and “Smoked Beef.” There is a recipe for “Corn Cake”
which calls for water, salt, and corn-meal, that is “mixed hard and baked
upon a board before the fire,” and which “is more used at the South than
any kind of bread.”
The recipe for “Bannock” calls for “saleratus.” Today, what we call
baking soda was earlier sometimes referred to as “saleratus.” Some of the
recipes are quite brief and rely upon the reader’s basic culinary knowledge,
such as in the recipe for “Clam Griddles” which says to “Make a wheat
batter in the usual way; chop the clams fine and stir in. Bake in the common way.”
In addition to the above culinary recipes, there are a multitude of
household remedies such as “To take stains out of Mahogany;” “Bug Poison;” and “To remove Mildew.” There are recipes for hygiene and beauty
products including “To Remove Freckles;” “Hair Invigorator” (scented
with bay rum); “Razor Paste” (which calls for spermaceti); “To Take
Stains from the Hands;” and “Oil to make the Hair Curl” (which calls
for olive oil, oregano and rosemary). There are varnishes; polish; inks
(including “Indelible Ink”); cleaning products; and sartorial advice such
as “A dress should always be made loose over the chest, and tight over the
shoulder-blades.”
There are also many medical remedies (some of which are particularly for children) such as “To Remove Proud Flesh” (which states that this
remedy has been practiced in England for years); “Scarlet Fever;” “Ointment for Scurf in the Heads of Infants;” “Poultice for a Fester;” “For
Cholera-morbus;” “For Diseases of the Bowels;” “To Stop the Bleeding
of a Wound;” and a “Certain Cure for Headache and all neuralgic Pains.”
In good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

4.

In Promotion of the Fruits of Labor
by Free Men and Women

(CAPITALISM & abolitionism.) Report of the committee of the African Institution. London: William
Phillips, 1807.

8vo. viii, [9] - 78, 81-88, [1], [1 - blank] pp. Modern boards, paper title on
upper board.
$650.00
FIRST EDITION of this early abolitionist tract. The African Institution was a pivotal abolitionist and anti-slavery group in Britain during
the early nineteenth century. Its members included royalty, prominent
lawyers, Members of Parliament, and noted reformers such as William
Wilberforce, Thomas Clarkson, and Zachary Macaulay. Focusing on the
spread of Western civilization to Africa, the abolition of the slave trade,
and improving the lives of slaves in British colonies, the group’s influence
extended far into Britain’s diplomatic relations in addition to the government’s domestic affairs. Also included is a discussion of the “positive”
effects that the Quakers have had upon the Native Americans.
The African Institution carried the torch for anti-slavery reform
for twenty years and paved the way for later humanitarian efforts in
Great Britain. That being said, in parts of the book, the language is narrow-minded and racist: the authors often come from the viewpoint of
being superior to the people they are defending. When discussing coastal Africans and Native Americans they refer to their “indolent nature.”
However, it must be noted that in the passage written by “Mr. Park” he
decries these notions, stating that “Few people work harder, when occasion requires, than Mandingoes” (people of West Africa). He goes on to
write that “they are content with cultivating as much ground only, as is
necessary for their own support” (p. 38). By today’s standards, this kind
of stewardship would be admired.

Park then goes on to write about the incredible abundance available in West Africa and deplores the lack of civilization. He writes about commodities such as bees-wax; honey; hides; gums; dye woods; grain; tobacco; indigo; and “cotton wool” that could be profitable to the Africans if only
they were to take more than just what they needed and began to engage in foreign commerce with England.
In the section which discusses “Objects of the Institution” and “Means of affecting the objects of the institution,” it becomes clear that the
Institution’s end goal is to promote industry and commerce with Africa by way of ending slavery and to “adopt such measures as are best calculated
to promote their [the Africans’] civilization and happiness.”
The happiest effects may be reasonably anticipated from diffusing useful knowledge, and exciting industry among the inhabitants of Africa, and from obtaining and circulating
throughout this Country more ample and authentic information concerning the agricultural and commercial faculties of that vast Continent; and that through the judicious
prosecution of these benevolent endeavours, we may ultimately look forward to the establisment [sic.], in the room of that traffic, by which Africa has been so long degraded, of a
legitimate and far more extended commerce, beneficial alike to the natives of Africa and to the manufacturers of Great Britain and Ireland. [In order to make this so, they
promise to] promote the cultivation of the African soil, not only by exciting and directing the industry of the natives, but by furnishing, where it may appear advantageous to do
so, useful seeds and plants, and implements of husbandry (pp. 65-71).
Earlier in this report, the authors describe the situation in the United States with Native Americans who have successfully been “enlightened” by the
Quaker community. They write that among the many benefits of their new lifestyle, the women are better employed at home and less exhausted by
their previously “vagrant” way of living. They also write that “instead of depending on the cha[n]ce for a precarious subsistence, these Indians now
cultivate extensive corn-fields, and raise herds of cattle. Instead of their miserable huts, they are now possessed of neat and commodious dwellings”
(p. 31).
Includes a lengthy “List of Subscribers to the African Institution.” Our copy contains a small additional leaf of subscribers not included in the
copies cited by OCLC.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: Columbia University, Cornell, University of California (Davis), University of Illinois, Indiana University, University of Kansas,
Western Michigan University, Greensboro College, Library Company of Philadelphia, Huntington Library, University of Michigan, and 12 locations
outside of the United States.

5.

Green Tea & Chocolate
to Combat Gout

CHESHIRE, John. Gouty Man’s Companion. Nottingham: G. Ayscough, 1747.

8vo. Woodcut initials and ornamental headpieces. xvi, [2], 97, [1 - blank], 4, 13, [1 - blank] pp. Contemporary speckled calf, covers ruled in gilt, spine ruled in gilt, red morocco label, red sprinkled
edges, expert restoration to upper joint, corners bumped, light shadowing from leather onto pastedowns and upper and lower endpapers, a few small early pencil marks in the margins. $3500.00
The FIRST EDITION of this provincially printed guide to relieving gout through a controlled
diet that includes green tea, chocolate, and boiled white meat. The recommendations are given
“in a licentious and degenerate Age” (p. [viii]) and are based upon the author’s own experience.
Cheshire was educated at both Oxford and Cambridge and by 1721 was practicing medicine in Buckinghamshire and later Leicestershire. The present book is dedicated to James
Winstanley, high sheriff of Leicestershire who may well have been one of Cheshire’s patients.
Cheshire admits in the preface to this book that he has suffered from gout himself and at times
“I have so far exhausted it, as for many Years being unable to walk by any Assistance, and being
always lifted upon, and from, my Horse” (p. xiv). He notes that by following his own cure he
is now able to ride “thirty, forty or more Miles a Day” (ibid.).
The book begins by outlining the history of gout and describing some of the symptoms.
Cheshire also outlines an ideal diet for controlling symptoms of gout including green tea for
breakfast alongside boiled milk, chocolate and bread and butter. For the “great Meal or dinner,”
Cheshire recommends, “some one kind of the White Animal Foods” which should be boiled
rather than roasted. At the end is a useful and highly detailed index.
From the collection of William Allen Potter with his armorial bookplate on the front pastedown. Maggs’ cost code on the lower pastedown, bought at Hodgson’s November 1948, is £4.
A very good copy in a handsome contemporary binding.
¶ ESTC: Countway Library of Medicine (MA), Houston Academy of Medicine (imperfect), New York Academy of Medicine, and the National Library of Medicine and five locations outside of the United States.

6.

“You do not resign any part of your natural right,
of resistence, of oppression, you also say?”
–
“I do not.”

CITIZEN RANDOL. A political catechism of man.
Wherein his natural rights are familiarly explained.
London: Citizen Daniel Isaac Eaton, 1795.

8vo. 44 pp. Original blue wrappers, stitched as issued, expertly repaired at
spine and along edges, untrimmed, large natural paper flaw to B6 not affecting text. 
$2000.00
In original wrappers, stitched as issued. A very good copy of the third
edition of Citizen Randol’s argument for universal human rights and activism. Four different editions were published in 1795 (including the first
edition) and all are rare. This is a particularly nice copy in original state.
By way of context, it should be noted that Thomas Paine’s Rights
of man was first published in London four years earlier. In it, Paine argues that revolution is appropriate if the government ceases to protect
the rights of its citizens. (Paine was defending the French Revolution.)
The current pamphlet was published by Daniel Isaac Eaton (1753-1814), a
well-known English radical author, publisher and activist who would later
print Paine’s Age of reason (in 1812).
Eaton publishes Citizen Randol’s Political catechism in 1795. The
French Revolution was ongoing; King George was being pelted with
stones by angry mobs; and there were riots throughout England over the
scarcity of wheat and bread. This was also the year when William Blake
was publishing some of his greatest poems and works of art (e.g. Newton,
Nebuchadnezzar, and The Book of Ahania).

The preface, dated May of 1795, begins with a call to “the bright star, REASON, penetrating the gloomy shades of Superstition,” a critique of “the noxious
vapours of despotism,” and a reminder that “Man is equal only to Man.” Later,
Citizen Randol addresses Thomas Paine directly: “O, PAINE! next to God, how
infinitely are millions beholden to you for the small remnant of their liberties
which they are yet permitted to enjoy.”
The rest of the pamphlet, written in the form of a dialogue, begins with the
questions “WHAT are you? A Man. What is man?” Citizen Randol then breaks down
the discussion into the following sections: “Liberty of Body” (discussing a social
contract, the possibility of a constitution, and the relationship of the individual to
society as a whole); “Security of Body” (including a discussion of how individual
property can be relinquished to pay for the running of a government and that the
people retain the right to declare war); “Freedom of Mind” (with an interesting
discussion of the rule of the majority while still allowing the minority to retain
their beliefs and ideas); and “Resistance of Oppression.” The last section ends
with:
[Question:] Am I to understand you as meaning that every person oppressed is culpable who
does not resist?
[Answer:] It is certainly the duty of every individual to resist every act of oppression, and to
call in the aid of the laws, and on the people to support those laws. Every man who does not,
is to the full, as culpable as he who is guilty of compounding an act of felony; nay more so;
for necessity may impel a man to an act of felony, who, if pardoned, may ever after remain a
peaceable member of society; but one act of oppression, not resisted, as naturally and assuredly
begets another, as the day succeeds the night, or the night the day.
A very nice copy of an interesting radical pamphlet.
¶ ESTC: Boston Athenaeum, Duke University, Harvard, Library Company
of Philadelphia, and one location outside of the United States.

7.

An Unrecorded Work by the “Savior of the
Victorian Wine Industry”

DE CASTELLA, François Robert. Viticulture in
Victoria. Melbourne: J. Kemp, [1917].

8vo. Eight illustrations in the text. 16 pp. Original yellow printed wrappers,
some bleaching to upper and lower outer wrappers.
$1000.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this pamphlet put
together by the Advertising & Intelligence Bureau of Melbourne, Victoria, Australia, for the purpose of encouraging viticulturists to emigrate
to Australia. The content for the publication was provided by François
Robert de Castella (1867-1953), son of Hubert de Castella (1825-1907),
who had been a successful pioneering viticulturist in Victoria.
Appointed as the Government Viticulturist in the 1880s, François
Robert de Castella was intimately involved in the response to phylloxera.
In 1907, recognizing the imminent collapse of the wine industry, the Government sent François Robert de Castella to Europe to learn the latest
methods of dealing with phylloxera as well as to research new trends and
developments in the wine industry. Upon his return, he promoted grafting to resistant root stock, new resistant varieties, and ways to reconstitute affected vineyards. He also put into place a marketing plan to attract
new immigrants to Victoria to grow grapes and make wine (and which
brought about the printing of this publication).
Included in this pamphlet is information on the “suitability of Victoria for viticulture;” the “variety of products from the vine;” “the export
of fresh grapes;” “distillation;” “vine culture as an adjunct to mixed farming;” “phylloxera overcome;” “state aid to vine growers;” “establishing a
vineyard;” the “cost of establishing a vineyard (including a chart of the

cost breakdown of farming one acre of one man’s vineyard over a threeyear period); “probable returns;” “irrigable land;” and “the small grower.” This is concluded with some “final recommendations” which mostly
caution the newly emigrated viticulturist to hire experts to deal with the
inevitability of having their grapes attacked by phylloxera.
Following this is the Lands Administration in Victoria’s presentation of lands for sale, including the various types of land available for
agriculture, grazing, and bee farming and their cost. There is also information on housing for workmen and agricultural laborers.
Despite all of these efforts, viticulture in Victoria came to a virtual
standstill during the depression of the 1920s as the land was needed for
other agricultural pursuits. Winemaking did not begin to make a comeback until the 1960s. However, François Robert de Castella continued to
champion Victoria wine as the Government Viticulturist until his retirement in 1936. Afterwards, as the founding president of the Wine & Food
Society in Victoria, he continued to celebrate the importance of food and
wine.
François Robert de Castella “is acknowledged as the savior of the
Victorian wine industry for his effective work in fighting the phylloxera
scourge that invaded the Victorian vineyards in the early 1900s.” – Gabler,
Wine into words, 2nd ed., p. 82.
With photographs in the text showing plentiful vineyards and agricultural spaces.
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

8.

Australian Wines Win
in Bordeaux

DE CASTELLA, Hubert. Notes d’un vigneron Australien.
Melbourne: George Robertson, 1882.

8vo. Many engraved woodcut decorations in the text. 87, [1] pp. Original printed
green wrappers, light wear to head and tail of spine, light foxing.
With:

DE CASTELLA, Hubert. Notes of an Australian vine
grower. Melbourne: Mast Gully Press, 1979.
8vo. Tipped in colored frontispiece on a gilt-bordered leaf and sixteen full-page
illustrations on eight leaves. Original tan quarter morocco over marbled boards,
spine with raised bands in six compartments, author and title gilt-stamped on
spine, upper edges gilt, purple decorative endpapers.
$6750.00
I. The very rare FIRST EDITION of Hubert de Castella’s study on growing
wine in Australia. Published for distribution at the Exposition generale de Bordeaux, de Castella (1825-1907) starts the book with an apology for writing of
the success he has had with wine growing in Australia at a time when French
wine-makers are suffering due to their phylloxera epidemic. That the Australian
wines won medals in Bordeaux was not surprising. In the 19th century, the wines
of Victoria were famous for being similar to the wines of Bordeaux.
Although the overall theme of the book is the promotion of the wines of
Victoria, Australia, and encouraging European winemakers to emigrate there, de
Castella also includes chapters that focus more on his general observations on viticulture. Some of these are “Une vigne française” (a french vineyard); “Une cave

dans le roc” (a cellar in solid rock); “Quelques mots sur la fermentation
insensible” (some remarks on secondary fermentation); “Du pressurage
du raisin blanc” (on pressing white grapes); and “Des cépages cultivée en
Australie” (on the stocks grown in Australia).
De Castella, born in Neuchatel, Switzerland, came to Australia in
1854 with his friend Baron Frédéric Guillaume de Pury to seek his fortune. He established the St Huberts vineyard at Yering in the Yarra
Valley near Melbourne in 1862. By the 1880s, the vineyard had reached
roughly two hundred acres and was recognized as one of the leading wineries in the Colony of Australia. In 1881, at the Melbourne Exhibition, St
Huberts was awarded the Prize of Emperor Wilhelm I of Germany for
the best overall exhibit. (This experience is given full detail in one of the
chapters.)
In 1882, wines from Victoria (including St Huberts) were presented
at the Exposition generale de Bordeaux. St Huberts, and some of the other Victorian wines, were well received and were awarded nine Médailles
d’or de Progrès. The French Government bestowed upon de Castella the
Légion d’Honneur for his services in connection with the Bordeaux Wine
Exhibition.
A presentation copy inscribed on the upper wrapper by the author
to “Monsieur le Capitaine von der Weid.” With lovely woodcut decorations between each chapter.
Later, in 1886, de Castella wrote John Bull’s vineyard: Australian sketches
for distribution at the Colonial and Indian Exhibition in South Kensington, London, building on the information he had gathered for Notes
d’un vigneron. Along with James Busby, de Castella is one of the two most
important 19th-century writers on Australian winemaking.
In excellent condition for a book in wrappers from this period.
¶ OCLC: California State University (Fresno), Stanford, University
of California (Berkeley and San Diego), and thirteen locations outside of
the United States.

II. The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this First English Translation of
Hubert de Castella’s study on growing wine in Australia which was first
published in Melbourne, in French, to be distributed at the Exposition
generale de Bordeaux in 1882. This is one of fifty copies bound in quarter
morocco.
The translator, Dr. C.B. Thornton-Smith prepared for this work by
spending a year in Bordeaux in 1977. While there, he immersed himself in
researching the 1882 exposition and Australian winemakers’ participation
in it, so that he was able to enrich this edition with the information he
gleaned there in his preface and with his translator’s notes.
This is a lovely edition with sixteen full-page photographs of de
Castella’s home and winery and of men harvesting grapes. Laid in is the
original publisher’s order sheet and the royal appointment statement from
the late Queen Mary for George Bayntun bookbinder.
This is number 14 of 50, bound in tan quarter morocco over marbled
boards, with decorative purple endpapers, and a reproduced color portrait from Ernest Bouard of de Castella. The colophon is signed by the
publisher, Kenneth Hince and the translator, Dr. C.B. Thornton-Smith.
In excellent condition.
¶ OCLC: University of California (Los Angeles and Davis), California
State University (Fresno), Harvard, and numerous locations in Australia.

9.

The Extremely Rare First Edition of an
Important Baroque Carving Book

DE CIERLYCKE VOORSNYDINGE aller tafel-gerechten. Amsterdam: Sweerts, 1664.

Oblong 8vo. Engraved title page and thirty-two plates, one of which is a large folding plate. 96 pp. Contemporary Dutch vellum, one paper flaw to the
margin of the plate facing page 80 (not affecting image). 
$17,500.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this well-known carving book, and with a good contemporary provenance (see below). During the Middle
Ages and Renaissance, carving was a form of courtly table-side entertainment as well as an exhibition of the host’s power: a well-dressed man, bearing
very sharp knives and in the employ of the host, slicing various cooked animals, often in mid-air, and laying them out upon the plates of the guests.
The carver was an expert with all blades, and one of the most trusted of the host’s staff, an officier de bouche that was an important part of court culture.
The carver was also the intermediary between the kitchen
and the diners. It was up to the carver to slice and serve meats
and fish, and in some cases, fruits and vegetables to those at
the table, especially in noble households where guests should
not be seen extending any effort to cut their own food. In the
De cierlycke voorsnydinge, instructions are provided for the carving
of various birds, beef, pork, veal, crayfish, fish, cakes, pastries,
and even artichokes. Each set of instructions is supported by
finely engraved plates, almost all of which indicate the various
cuts to be made, with each incision numbered.
The engraved title shows a gentleman at the table with a
carver standing beside him slicing a bird on a fork in midair, an
important skill of the time. The ornate drapery surrounding
the scene is actually made up of a cornucopia of the various
meats and fish that are described in the book. In the background is the ubiquitous dog chewing on something found
on the floor. The large folding plate depicts several knives and
forks to be used in carving.

“Somewhat separate from [the kitchen] hierarchy, but absolutely essential to the entire banquet experience, was the trinciante,
or carver. There were usually several, one for each table of four,
six, or up to eight guests. These were nobles whose sole duty was
to impress their peers with their feats of dexterous knife work.
There is an entirely separate literature devoted only to carving,
and it is clear that such men were normally not members of the
household staff but rather peers who considered it an honor and
privilege to carve at the table of one of their superiors.” – Albala,
The Banquet, p. 153.
“The art of carving had been disseminated in print nearly
everywhere by the end of the seventeenth century. It became a
central part of the dining ceremony, and as such, professionals armed with their instructional manuals joined the ranks of
courtly officers. It is a good example of how nobles gained access
to patronage networks and earned gainful professional occupation. It is also
interesting that table-side carving is one of the last and vanishing remnants
of fine dining in expensive restaurants, being replaced by plated food that has
been prearranged in the kitchen. Ironically, it is also one of the few ceremonial
acts still performed by the male head of the household in celebrations like
Thanksgiving, a rudiment of this once noble art.” – ibid., p. 158.
One of the most compelling aspects of this copy is the contemporary
inscription on the upper free endpaper: “Steven Tracij, kost [??]: [??]: May 7
1665.” I have been unable to decipher the cost; it may be written in code. Steven
Tracij was a physicist and instrument maker (including globes, watches and
optics). He was born in Yarmouth, England, in approximately 1642, and died
in Rotterdam in 1703.

Tracij (or “Tracy”) was a “Scientific instrument maker of English origin. He was born in Yarmouth or Arnemuiden, and died in Rotterdam,
where he had a house at the Noordblaak near the ‘Beurs’. Tracy made watches, clocks, mathematical instruments, celestial globes and spheres, of
which the Leidsche Sphaera is the most famous. Under the authority of Adriaen Vroesen (Rotterdam regent) and after the instructions and calculations of Nicolaas Stampioen, Tracy designed and built the 'Leidsche Sphaera' (Museum Boerhaave Leiden). His daughter Elisabeth married the
horologist Adriaen Hoogendijk (d. 1702), probably Tracy’s apprentice. Their son Steven Hoogendijk was the founder of the ‘Bataafsch Genootschap
der Proefondervindelijke Wijsbegeerte’. After his death
Tracy was (possibly) succeeded by the horologist Jan van
Wijngaarden.” – from www.
dwc.knaw.nl, a website devoted to the history of Dutch instrument makers.
A fine copy.
¶ OCLC: British Library
and five locations in the Netherlands. The copies listed in
OCLC as “1660” are mis-attributions to the undated, second
edition which was printed c.1668.
Vicaire cols. 870-71.

10.

Indigenous Mexican Foods and Cholera

ESCOBEDO Y AGUILAR, Pedro José Alcántara.
Método claro y sencillo para la precaucion y curacion
de la epidemia del chólera-morbus. Mexico: Ignacio
Cumplido, 1833.

8vo. 17, [1 - blank] pp. Stitched as issued.

$2500.00

The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this pamphlet on how to prevent
infection from cholera as well as how to treat cholera when a doctor is
not available. Much of the medical advice is dietary. In the introduction,
Pedro José Alcántara Escobedo y Aguilar (1798-1844) opines that cholera,
of all diseases, proves that clean living is the best policy. He writes that
in order to avoid infection, one must practice good conduct; a zealous
cleaning regime; tranquility of the spirit; temperance in food and drink;
and warm clothing.
This pamphlet is divided into the following sections: causes of the
disease; preliminary and secondary symptoms; grave symptoms; and the
cures, which have dietary recommendations and injunctions. Among the
foods which are listed as most harmful during illness are stews with rich
sauces and irritable spices; salted or ground meats of pig, rabbit, goat
and duck; pork rind; all fish; windy vegetables such as cabbage; and all
fruit. Fermented beverages such as chicha (alcoholic beer made from corn);
charape (made from cactus juice and brown sugar); sendechó (a ceremonial
drink made from sprouted corn); pulque (made from the sap of the maguey plant); and tepache which is made from pineapple are considered to
be injurious. Other damaging beverages are beer; cider; Champagne; wine
with high alcohol content; and liqueurs.
Of the prohibited foods, many are native to Mexico. They include
ejotes (green beans); nopales (the edible pads taken from the opuntia cactus);
tunas (prickly pear, or fruit from the opuntia cactus); quelites (a word used

for wild native edible greens that grow near other well irrigated vegetables); berdolagas (a type of quelite); zapotes (a sweet fruit whose name comes from
the Nahuatl tzapotl); capulines (a native cherry); juil (a type of carp native to Mexican lakes); and mestlapique (a tamal that is stuffed with whole small fish,
oven roasted and wrapped in a corn husk). A tamal is a Mexican dish dating back to the Aztecs, consisting of corn masa dough with a filling that can
either be sweet or savory, then is traditionally steamed and wrapped in corn husks or banana leaves. Tamal comes from the Nahuatl, tamalii.
Escobedo y Aguilar writes that when cholera has invaded a town, as soon as a person begins to feel symptoms such as headaches, or a slowing
down or speeding up of blood circulation, they should begin to treat themselves immediately with a strict diet, abstinence, warm clothing, and rest.
The recommended diet consists of atole (a non-alcoholic traditional Mexican beverage made from masa harina, the type of corn flour that is
traditionally used to make corn tortillas or tamales); broth; soup; mild unspiced stews made with veal, mutton, capon, hen, turkey, chickens, pigeon, or
turtle dove meat; beans and rice in small portions between meals; biscuits without fat; bread; and tortillas (a thin unleavened flat bread first made by the
peoples of Mesoamerica). Of sweets, wine and pulque, the author recommends moderation, and only watered down wine. Cold beverages are allowed
to bring down elevated temperatures.
This is followed by a list of recommended beverages:
Las bebidas que deben tomarse son: cocimientos de raiz de malva, ó de althea, ó de linasa, ó de goma con violeta, sauco ó borraja ó amapola, ó manzanilla por agua del tiempo y
endulzados ligeramente con azúcar ó jarabe de goma por bebida á pozuelitos cada dos horas.
Roughly translated to:
The drinks that should be taken are: decoctions of mallow root, or althea (another name for mallow root), or linseed, or gum with violet, elderberry or borage or poppy, or
chamomile in tepid water and slightly sweetened with sugar or gum syrup to be drunk out of pozuelitos every two hours.
As far as we can determine, pozuelos or pozuelitos are small ceramic vessels made out of very thick clay so that the person drinking out of them doesn’t
burn their fingers.
Interestingly, food is sometimes used as a heating device as well as a medicine. An example of this is a poultice which was to be made out of
heated bread or rice or mallow root mixed with either opium or laudanum, and laid upon the stomach.
The pamphlet closes with an injunction to the military to settle their troops outside of towns and cities before the cholera takes hold, and to
make ready for possible outbreaks by locating any sewers, stagnant water, or garbage dumps, to clean or dry them out, and then burn the excess refuse.
They are also charged with locating spaces that would be appropriate for converting into temporary hospitals and with fitting out the hospitals with
beds, blankets, and apparatus to feed and treat patients.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: Library of Congress, New York Academy of Medicine, University of California (Berkeley, San Francisco, and Los Angeles), College
of Physicians, and two locations outside of the United States.

11.

“When Taste and Fancy are United”
In Scotland

FRAZER, Mrs. The Practice of cookery, pastry, pickling, preserving. Edinburgh: Peter Hill; London: T. Cadell,
1791.

12mo. in 6s. Two engraved plates bound at the beginning (upside
down). xiii, [1 blank], 254 pp. Contemporary calf, red morocco
lettering piece on spine, spine with single gilt fillet in six compartments, faint spotting on the first few leaves.
$3000.00
The FIRST EDITION of Mrs. Frazer’s Scottish cookbook.
Organized into general categories, chapters cover “Of Soups;”
“Of Fish;” “Of Flesh;” “Pies, Pasties, &c.;” “Of Puddings,
Cheese-Cakes, Custards, &c.;” “Of Creams, Jellies, Syllabubs,
&c.;” “Sauces for Meat;” “Sauces for Poultry;” “Sauces for
Fish;” “General directions for trussing Poultry &c.;” “Preserves,
Pickles, &c.;” and “Vinegar, Ketchup, Shrue, Wines, &c.” At the
end of the table of contents is noted: “The liquid measure is
here given in Scotch; but it can in a minute be reduced into English.” Recipes include “Scotch soup, or hotch potch;” “To dress
codlings with an ale sauce;” “To pickle mussels, or cockles;”
“Brain cakes;” “A pidgeon dumpling;” “Marrow pasty;” “Fairy
butter;” and “An elegant floating island.”
The arts of which we are about to treat are, like every other art,
gradually advancing towards perfection; and the more rapid must
the progress be when taste and fancy are united. These indeed are
so particularly requisite in the arts of cookery and confectionary,
that much depend upon them. It is therefore with a view to the
improvement of both that the present work is humbly offered to the
public (from the preface).

With an engraved plate of various trussed animals prepared for roasting and and one engraved plate showing a table with nineteen dishes. There
are five pages devoted to bills of fare for dinners of five to seventeen dishes. Also featured is a seasonal guide to meat, poultry, fish, and “fruits and
kitchen stuffs.”
In very good condition and in a handsome contemporary binding.
¶ ESTC: British Library, National Library of Scotland, University of Leeds Brotherton Library, University of Western Ontario Library, Lilly
Library, and Michigan State University; Maclean p. 55; Oxford p. 120; Vicaire col. 375. An edition was published in Dublin later in the same year. Not
in Bitting.

12.

Problems Feeding Troops
in India

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) Authentic abstracts of
minutes in the supreme council of Bengal, on the late contracts... for
victualling the European Troops, and for victualling Fort William.
London: J. Almon, 1780.

8vo. vi, 94 pp. (lacking final blank.) Disbound, light spotting on some leaves, lower corners bent on first three leaves, a single worm hole through upper margin (not affecting text).

$250.00
FIRST & ONLY EDITION of these fascinating minutes from the Supreme Council of
Bengal on the subject of feeding the British troops in Bengal. The work begins with a description of how there has been a mis-management of funds within the Supreme Council
to the point where they are afraid of the early demise of the East India Company “and
subversion of the British commerce and possessions in India.” The main issue at hand is to
whom the next five year contract for victualing the troops should go. Within this debate are
numerous interesting facts about the cost and difficulty of feeding an army in India in the
late 18th century.
Firstly, the current holder of the contract is accused of taking advantage of the system
and skimming money off of the top of the contract. In his defense, a certain Warren Hastings replies that on the contrary, Mr. Livius had had many losses, which made it necessary
for him to reimburse himself accordingly. The foodstuffs that caused him the most financial
losses were ghee (clarified butter), mung beans, turmeric, oil, and salt beef.
The contract includes bullocks (young neutered male cattle, or steers) as both beasts
of burden and a food source as well as the people who are employed to drive and care for
the beasts. In hammering out the details of the current contract, mention is made of the
superfluous and injurious nature of the bullock drivers.

Although no evil is more severely felt, yet there is not apparently any less attended to than the number of followers of the army: they consist of a multitude of predatory vagrants,
and whatever tends to encrease [sic.] their numbers, tends to embarrass and impede the service. Provisions and forage are not only rendered constantly dearer than they need be, but
frequent scarcities of both are occasioned by this rabble, which thereby brings into imminent danger the safety and existence of the troops (pp. 11-12).
Further complaints made against the current contract holder involve the poor quality of the beef:
The contract were never so ill executed, as by the present contractors. Their bullocks have never been ready or fit for service, when called upon and the provisions issued to the
Europeans, particularly the beef, has been such as must have produced a mortality among them, if they had eaten it.
The contractor has never given an ounce of mutton to the Europeans in Fort William since February last; in consequence of which, they have usually taken cowries in lieu of the
carrion beef, with which he would have supplied them ( p.13).
In detailing the great number of steer required to drag a train consisting almost entirely of weaponry for “one Regiment of Europeans, eleven battalions of seapoys, and a detachment of the Corps of Artillery,” they include the need for sixteen bullocks to pull one wagon of gin. Gin has a very long
history of being the chosen beverage in the British military.
In determining how much the contractor should now be paid for beef under the new contract, the decision is made to supplement beef with
mutton in order to make the money stretch further: “the contractor [should] deliver at the presidency, mutton for the six hot months, (April to September inclusive) and during the remaining six months, mutton and beef every other day alternately.”
There is a wealth of information about the British military presence in India during the late 18th century in these minutes. Their debates are
engaging and there is also much for the culinary historian.
With a contemporary manuscript foliation at the top right corner of each leaf, probably due to the book once being bound with other publications and then re-paginated by the owner.
¶ OCLC: Harvard, Duke, Yale, University of Pennsylvania, University of Minnesota, Huntington Library, University of California (Berkeley
and Los Angeles), Gateway Seminary, Asbury Theological Seminary, Elon University, Case Western Reserve University, and ten locations outside of
the United States.

10,000 Bags of Free Groceries,
Pending Revolution

13.

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity: The Black
Panther Survival Programs.) One original photograph, “Food bags lined up on stage to be given away”
on verso. Oakland Tribune, March 31, 1972. [With:]
The Black Panther Party. The Black Panther intercommunal news service. Oakland, April 8 1972.

I. Photograph: 21.4cm x 28.2cm (oblong). Black-and-white silver photographic gelatin print, slightly bent at edges, verso lightly browned at margins, printed caption mounted on verso, photograph touched up by hand
to improve contrast and shading, news agency annotations in manuscript
on verso.
With:
II. Newspaper: 42.2cm x 29.9cm folded. Numerous illustrations in
the text. 6, A-H, 7-11, [1] pp.
$2500.00
I. An extremely rare original photograph taken for the Oakland Tribune. The picture documents the giveaway of 10,000 bags
of free food at the Black Community Survival Conference in
Oakland. The conference took place in Oakland and Berkeley,
California, from 29-31 March, 1972. The Black Panther Party
(BPP) newspaper being sold with this photograph (described
below) has an article about the event. The photograph is
taken from an elevated position and shows the auditorium’s
main chamber, with thousands of bags of groceries arranged in a grid on the stage behind the speaker platform,

and a huge crowd of people in attendance. Hanging from the bleachers
are banners for the Black Community Survival Conference.
The people on the stage are posed in a military “at ease” stance,
wearing the iconic BPP uniform – women in black dresses with tall leather boots and men in black pants and leather jackets with a beret. The
beret was introduced originally by Huey P. Newton “because they were
used by just about every struggler in the third world. They’re sort of an
international hat for the revolutionary.”1
Written along the outer margin of the verso in a contemporary
hand is “Food Bags Lined up on stage to be given away” and “not used” is
written above the stamped date of “Mar 31 1972.” There is also a newspaper clipping mounted on the verso stamped “Fri May 22 1992” and with
“Henry J. Kaiser Convention Center” written in ink.
In very good condition.
II. The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this Black Panther newspaper
with an eight-page insert devoted to the Black Community Survival Conference which took place between 29 and 31 March, 1972, in Oakland and
Berkeley, California, (paginated “A-H”). On page B, the columnist writes
that the people gathered at the conference were “Uniting to vote for survival, to work for survival, to organize for survival.” On the same page,
the columnist quotes Black Panther Chairman Bobby Seale in speaking
about the program:
...at this time we’re coming together to implement a program for our survival. We’re
doing, rather than talking. The program is neither revolutionary, nor reformist, but
more a means to an end. As one Brother put it after he received his groceries, “This
will sure tide me over.”
1 Henry Hamtpton and Steve Fayer, Voices of Freedom: An Oral History of the Civil
Rights Movement from the 1950s through the 1980s. New York: Bantam Books, 1991, p.351.

The Black Panthers gave out ten thousand free bags of groceries at this event. The giving away of food and clothing at the conference was intended
as a temporary solution to diminished welfare provisions. The Panthers also tested over thirteen thousand people for sickle cell anemia and registered
over eleven thousand people to vote. On page C there is a photograph of a woman with a sign
hanging from her neck that says “register to vote here.”
Huey P. Newton, founder of the Black Panther Party, described the Panther’s survival
programs in the following terms:
We recognized that in order to bring the people to the level of consciousness where they would seize the time, it
would be necessary to serve their interests in survival by developing programs which would help them to meet their
daily needs…these programs satisfy the deep needs of the community but they are not solutions to our problem.
That is why we call them survival programs, meaning survival pending revolution.2
The first and most successful community program created by The Black Panther Party was the
Free Breakfast Program which was begun in Oakland, California, in January of 1969. It then
rapidly spread to Black Panther chapters in thirty different cities around the United States.
With an illustration by the artist Malik Edwards on the last page, of a man holding a bag
of groceries, accompanied by the quote “This sure will tide me over to the next check.” In an
ABC channel 7 interview from 15 February 2022, Malik speaks to his feelings about being part
of the artist group for the BPP newspaper after having returned from fighting the Vietnam War:
The art that I was doing in the Marine Corps was to help kill people. And I felt like the art that I was doing
in the Black Panther Party was trying to save people, was trying to educate people, and help them understand the
conditions that were around them, and understand that they could overcome that.3
In very good condition.

2 Huey P. Newton, To Die for the People: The Writings of Huey P. Newton, New York: Random House, 1972, p. 104. “Survival pending revolution” later became the title of
Paul Alkebulan’s history of the Black Panther Party (first ed.: 2007).
3 To watch the video and read more of this article by Silvio Carillo go to url: https://abc7news.com/black-panther-party-newspaper-huey-p-newton-emory-douglas/11255701/

14.

The Feeding of the Five Thousand

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity: illuminated leaf.) [Illustration of “the feeding of the 5,000.” Saint Augustine, Alsace or Strasbourg, c.1460-c.1470.]

8.2cm x 10.5cm. Brightly colored pigment and gold leaf on vellum, manuscript on verso, somewhat cockled (not affecting paint), small scuff at lower
margin, small flake of gold missing from upper margin.
$9500.00
An extremely rare & handsome, hand painted 15th-century historiated initial depicting the bible story of “the feeding of the 5,000.” In the story, Jesus
feeds a multitude from five loaves of bread and two fish. Other than the resurrection, it is the only other miracle that is recorded in all four gospels.
Featured in this illumination is a large letter “M” (most probably the opening of “Miracula Quae fecit Dominus...” of Saint Augustine’s Tractate
124). The first arch of the “M” frames an image of men, women, and children being fed and having their thirst quenched near a creek. Interestingly,
a small white dog with a red ribbon around its neck is depicted in the foreground, lapping water
from the stream. (In biblical discourse, the dog often represents gluttony and savagery.)
Under the second arch of the “M,” Jesus is pictured holding a basket of bread and is
flanked by two apostles holding a plate of fish and a loaf of bread.
This work may have originated in Strasbourg, Germany, in the 1460s.
Copies of the Gutenberg Bible received illumination and binding in parts
of Germany, Austria, Central Europe, Scandinavia, the Netherlands, and
Spain. The Hopetoun-Young copy of the Gutenburg Bible was used as the
setting copy in a Strasbourg printing shop in the late 1460’s and its very
fine illuminated initials closely match the style of this piece.1 Characteristic are the French designs of the letters with scrolling acanthus leaves and
finely doted lines defining the body of the leaves. In the Middle Ages,
Strasbourg was under the control of the Holy Roman Empire and the
style of the expressive figures was decidedly German.
With a small portion of the text from Sainte Augustine’s Tractate 124
on the verso in a late gothic hand.
In very good condition and just stunning.
1 Paul Needham, A Gutenberg Bible Used as Printer’s Copy by Heinrich Eggestein in Strassburg, ca. 1469.

15.

The Clergy Blames Famine on the
Blaspheming Poor

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) To the Poor inhabitants of Manchester, and its vicinity. [Manchester]: [1810].

Broadside: 32.6cm x 21.2cm. Printed in two columns

$400.00

The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this broadside placing the blame for famine and “the present scarcity of bread” squarely on the heads
of the “wicked and impenitent” poor. The broadside, written by ten different members of the “associated clergy of...Manchester and Salford” (whose
names are printed a the end), begins gently with the clergy addressing the poor of Manchester as “beloved.” They also make claims to be “participat[ing]
in their sorrows” and state that they will distribute funds to the poor for sustenance and exhort the wealthy to use economy as a helpmeet to the poor.
Next, the clergy point out to the poor, that although some “ill-disposed” men (“because men are men”) may indeed be culpable for the present
state of affairs, this really is an opportunity for the poor to be introspective and to search deeply in their hearts for their own accountability.
This is followed by a long diatribe against the poor telling them to spend more time leading lives above reproach so that they need not worry
about reprimands from on high, such as the one currently being visited upon them by God for their sins:
And we are equally earnest to lead you, the more necessitous part of our flocks, to ask yourselves the solemn questions, whether you have heretofore set the Almighty before your eyes,
and kept his law in your hearts; whether in the day of plenty and prosperity, you have acknowledged, as you ought, the mercies and compassions of your Heavenly father; and that
He then gave you the bread which He now denies; whether you have been sober, and diligent, contented, and thankful in your several stations; whether you have shunned the too
customary vices of blasphemy, drunkenness, sabbath-breaking, &c. as destructive both of your temporal and eternal happiness.
This is followed with a reminder regarding a recent address by the local magistrates which informed the poor that food is best not accomplished
by violence, as well as an injunction to “let [their] present want of bread lead [them] to reflect from whence bread comes, and how much occasion
therefore [they] have to pray constantly to the Divine Giver...Give us this day our daily bread.” The poor are further advised to reflect upon the “Bread of
Life” of holy scripture and consider whether they are spending too much time worrying about their physical hunger rather than their immortal souls.
In excellent condition.
¶ OCLC: British Library only (which dates this broadside as 1810).

16.

“Furnishing them alwayes with Meat and Cloaths”

(GASTRONOMY & economic precarity.) A proclamation, anent the beggers. Edinburgh: Printed by the Heir of
Andrew Anderson, 1692.

Broadside: 40cm x 31cm. Woodcut at the top, wear to edges, signs of having being folded four times, a few very small holes along the vertical fold just
touching a few letters (sense still clear), contemporary manuscript on verso.
$2000.00
The very rare FIRST EDITION of this regulation for providing for the poor. The proclamation calls for each parish (in the broadside it is the Scotish spelling of “paroch”) to collect funds from their members and to distribute them according to the needs of their poor. If the person or family
has no home or friends with whom they can stay, the parish is charged with finding them a place to stay. If a poor person is able to work, then work
must be found for them “according to their Capacities” and “furnishing them always with Meat and Cloaths.” Young children found begging can
be taken in by others, but those that take in children will be responsible for their education and for providing for them. In exchange, children will be
required to work for that household until aged 13.
Interestingly, the proclamation makes a big distinction between those that are from the parish and those that are not. Those that are not from
their community are considered vagabonds and are unwelcome. They can be jailed for begging, fed only bread and water, and then released to return
to their own parish. If they return and are caught,
“they are to be Marked with an Iron on the Face.”
Other passages explain who is to oversee care of the
poor and how the sheriffs are to enforce the rules.
On the verso is a manuscript note from January
4, 1693, about where this broadside was publicly proclaimed followed by a signature. At the foot of the
broadside is the manuscript docketed information
reading “Given under our signet at Edinburgh, the
eleventh day of August. And of our reign the fourth
year, 1692.”
¶ ESTC & OCLC: Huntington Library, Harvard, Indiana University, and three locations outside
of the United States.

17.

A Horrific Story

(INFANTICIDE & economic precarity.)
Prophesy of an infant child. [Lancashire]:
G. Ferrier, c.1800.

Broadside: 24.9cm x 15.4cm. Later paper tape on the blank
verso along the right edge (perhaps from once being tipped-in
to a book).
$1750.00
An UNRECORDED broadside telling a very harsh tale about a
woman who seems to have killed her children under duress, and
then died from complications of taking poison to abort her last
child. The story begins with the eye-catching headline telling of a
miraculous prophecy spoken by her infant with his first (and last)
breath: “there will be a prodigious crop of every thing this year, but
few people to live to enjoy it.”
Infanticide was quite common in England in the early 1800s due
to lack of contraception and the incredible burdens placed upon unwed
mothers. In this story, the mother is said to have spurned the offer of
a clergyman on her deathbed, instead asking for a Mrs. Hackey who
had nourished her at times of illness (possibly a midwife?). The poor
mother had been given poison by her lover repeatedly in order to abort
her pregnancies. Two of the unlucky children who made it to full term,
she confessed to having attributed to an “innocent man.” The rest she
dispatched immediately after birth, including one who she said she had
“buried alive in a field near Totridge.”
Totridge is a desolate place in the fells in the county of Lancashire.
In excellent condition.
¶ Not in OCLC or ESTC.

18.

The Perfume Game
of Japan

(MANUSCRIPT: Japanese perfume.)
Zu no kan. c.1675-c.1750.

19.2cm x 20.8cm. Numerous illustrations in red and black ink
in the text. [4 - blank], [19 - illustrations], [1 - blank], [11 - text],
[3 - blank] pp. Original decorative paper wrappers, original gilt
title label on upper wrapper, silk binding thread loose but holding,
gilt endpapers, wormhole in the upper gutter affecting most leaves but
not affecting text.
$5500.00
A lovely manuscript about kōdō, or the way of fragrance, a Japanese
appreciation and education of one’s sense of smell through “listening” to
scents. There are several things that converge to make this particular manuscript special: its early date, its condition, its meticulous illustrations, and the
binding. This manuscript begins with over twenty-five depictions of the tools for
the game, such as the censer (Ko-ro), that burns with the use of charcoal, and a black
box (dogu-dana), for preserving the incense. There are also fifty-two diagrams in red
and black ink with symbols for the aromas followed by twenty chapters with game instructions.
Kōdō is a traditional art form in Japan that developed in the late Muromachi period
(mid-16th century) as a game for the nobility. In kōdō, a tiny piece of incense wood is heated
to the point of smoldering, while sitting atop a mound of ash, inside of which, is a hot coal.
Contained within a cup, the fragrance is brought up to one’s nose and then smelled according to
specific rules of etiquette; interestingly, kōdō was regarded as the highest of the three skills required
of noble families, the other two being chadō (the tea ceremony) and kadō (flower arrangement). Today,

however, kōdō is the least known of the three, in part due to the length
of time it takes to become proficient, but also because of the cost of the
scents traditionally used.1 In this respect, our manuscript is a valuable
resource for the early history of the tradition of kōdō.
Agarwood was used in kōdō. A naturally fragrant tree which grows in
Asia, it has been valuable and expensive since the late Muromachi period.2
There are two main types of kōdō: one in which players attempt to determine agarwood types by scent (known as monkō), and a more complex
version in which several types of fragrant woods are combined and players
must try to determine all of their names by scent. Because of procedures
and manners involved in kōdō, it has many layers of enjoyment, both as a
game and a ritual, and is an important Japanese performing art. It is also
connected to the development of Zen ritual in Japan.
There are fifty-two hand-colored illustrations of the genjikō. Genjiko was
an incense game related to the 11th century Tale of Genji, written by the noblewoman and Murasaki Shikibu and arguably the first novel ever written. In
genjiko, specific fragrances are assigned to fifty-two of the fifty-four chapters
of the Tale of Genji. In the game, sets of five fragrances are presented to participants, and they are asked to identify which are the same, and which are different. In the manuscript, these permutations are represented through a series of
geometric forms, painted in red, that float above specific scenes (possibly of
the place or thing that the scent might conjure up in the mind of the participant). The scenes are carefully painted and mostly represent natural settings
1 During the Edo period, some scented woods were so valuable that they were

considered heirlooms in wealthy families.
2 Agarwood is the Sauterne of trees. Specifically, the perfume wood is the heartwood of the aquilaria tree once it has been infected by a type of mold. (Sauterne
needs the botrytis mold to become Sauterne.) It is the resin that the tree produces
to combat the mold, that makes the heartwood aromatic. Even today, high quality agarwood sells for more than $100,000 per kilo.

with many depictions of flowers, trees, mountains, water, and small creatures
like birds, butterflies, and a dragonfly hovering over reeds. The red geometric
diagrams are called kozu and their permutations look like illustrations out of
20th-century minimalist painting (e.g. the work of Sol LeWitt).3
Kōdō started as a game for noblemen and women. The main early
school of kōdō was Oieryu, established by Sanjonishi Sanetaka in the late
15th century. During the 16th century, when the warrior class came into
power, a new school of kōdō was started by Shino Soshin, who had come
from a general’s family. This branch of kōdō was called Shino-ryu. After
the 17th century, from the Tokugawa regime onwards, there was a period
of greater peace and the differences between the kōdō schools became less
important.
The gilt label on the upper wrapper combined with the gilt endpapers are especially handsome and unusual. On the verso of the final leaf
is an ownership stamp.
Other than the small wormholes in the upper gutter, in fine condition. Preserved in a custom-made slip case.

3 We have had only two other kōdō manuscripts, and they too included these
geometric diagrams as part of the instructions for the game.

19.

With a Recipe for a Hard Bouillon
For Trips to the East Indies

(MANUSCRIPT: English cookery & medicine.) Ann Senhouse, 1690 - 1721.

30.8cm x 20.3cm. [64] pp. Contemporary vellum, double blind fillet around sides, wear to tail of spine, binding soiled and spotted, joints loose, lower pastedown separating from board along outer and lower edge, contemporary manuscript notations, pen trials, and doodles on upper and lower pastedowns
in pencil and ink, manuscript in red and black ink (red ink faded), red-ruled paper, lower margin of eight leaves trimmed short, one leaf in the middle
of the ms has been removed and several others have been removed at the end, two pressed fern fronds laid in, two (possibly 19th- century) leaves laid in.

$27,000.00
A wonderful English cookery and medical manuscript, written primarily in one hand, but with additional recipes in at least three other hands. Most of
the recipe titles are in a large calligraphic hand and many are in red ink (now faded); when in red ink, the recipes are accompanied by calligraphic decorations.
The date of “1690” is written on the lower board and on the lower
pastedown, amongst the many pen trials and doodles, is written “Ann
Senhous her Book / of Recipes 1721.” The name Catherine Senhouse
also appears as well as “Ann Senhouse” spelled with an “e.” On the upper
pastedown is written “George Dodd,” “my name,” and “John Senhouse,”
all in pencil.
In total, there are roughly 123 culinary recipes, 116 medical recipes
and 4 household receipts. The first 113 recipes are numbered (with no
clear indication why the numbering ended; the hand for this section continues). Attributed recipes include “To make the Countes of pembrooks
Surfeit water;” “My Lady Sunderlands bag pudding;” “To Make my
Lady Allens water;” “To Make Mrs Stoners Cake;” “To make my Lady
Killdares Sossage;” and “To make ye Hon:ble Lady Prestons surfitt water.”
The culinary recipes represent both savory and sweet recipes equally. There are recipes for gooseberry vinegar; “clear cakes;” mead; “How
to Pott Neats Tongues;” “To make Pork Like Collard Beafe;” “How to
Make ye Soace” (sauce); “To make Onion Soop;” “To make A Carp Pye;”

“To Make ye Bath Chese Cakes;” “To Make Oatt meall pig;” “To Make
Ice Tarts;” “To Make Scotts Collops;” “To Make Wesphalia Gammon;”
“To Make the thin winter chese;” “To Candy all Kinds of Flowers;” “A
Receipt for Shrub;” “To Stew Eels;” “To Pickle Purslaine;” “An Excellent
way to Dry Figs;” “To make Jumballs of Fruit;” “To Make Rasp Cakes
with the Stones In;” “To make chips of Apricocks or Peaches;” “To make
a venison Pastie;” “How to Dress a Pike;” and “To Clarify Powder Sugar.”
There is a recipe for “How to Make a Crow Cant” (no. 16) which,
based on the ingredients, is a recipe for brittle (or “croquant” in French), a
hard candy made with nuts and caramelized sugar. Interestingly, there is a
method for making a hard bouillon said to last the duration of a voyage to
East India as long as it is kept moist. Called “To Make Solid Soape” (i.e. to
make solid soup), one starts with a leg of veal, boils it lightly in a pot over a
fire of charcoal, and stirs continually “till it become hard as glue.” There is
also a recipe for Aquamirabilis (miracle water). This was a cordial that could
be drunk for medicinal purposes or to taste as desired and was made up of
galangal (a root in the ginger family); cloves; cubebs (a dried fruit that tastes
like a combination of allspice and black pepper); ginger; cardamom; mace;
and nutmeg, all of which was distilled aqua vitae (a strong alcoholic spirit).
Two of the four household recipes are written in one of the earlier
hands. “A receit for to wash ye Face” calls for rosemary and bean blooms.
Right down the middle between household and medicinal receipts is the recipe “to make Asses milk.” Although milk from donkeys was used historically
as a cosmetic, by the 18th century people in Europe were making an asses’
milk alternative for medicinal purposes, especially for relieving a cough. This
recipe calls for the same common ingredients used at that time for contrived
asses’ milk: barley; eryngo (thistle); hartshorn and snail shells.
Among the more unusual medicinal recipes are the ones for distilling
“hott water of popys;” “To pickle Broom Buds” (broom buds were used medicinally mostly as a diuretic); “To make Redweed Water” (redweed is also
known as pokeweed and has many medicinal uses, but in this case is meant as

a surfeit water); “A Sock Good for ye Soccitica” which seems to be a “sock”
made out of leather that is coated in wine, beeswax, and resin, heated, and
then applied to the affected area; and “For ye Strangry” (strangury) which
is a urinary problem and it is treated here with salad oil and lemon juice.
There are also recipes for “Mallancholly water;” “Stomack Water” (using
wormwood); a remedy for burns which calls for turpentine and linseed oil;
“a sore Legg;” and gout.
The study of the role of women in domestic medicine has much
to learn from manuscripts such as the one described above. As noted by
Emma Marshall in the introduction to her dissertation Women’s domestic
medical practice, recipe writing & knowledge networks (2016):
In seventeenth-century England, both women and men compiled manuscript recipe
collections, usually in the form of sets of instruction on how to produce different
foodstuffs, cleaning products, and, crucially, medicines to treat various illnesses in
the home. In recent years, revisionist literature, reacting against the “great men”
approach to the history of science and traditional focus of “professional” channels of
medical care, has recognised the importance of women as the primary caregivers in the
domestic sphere... (p. 3).
Although I have been unable to identify which Ann Senhouse this is in
English history (several appear before 1750), this manuscript gives a wonderful peak into a woman’s domestic life in early 18th century England.
As Marshall notes at the end of her study, such manuscripts “represent
complex medical networks and personal relationships [as seen through
the numerous recipes attributed to other women], and women’s authentic
interest in disease and healing in the early modern period.”
On the upper board is written “Torksey” at the top and “Senhouse”
in a large cursive hand at the bottom. On the lower board is written “Dover [****] / [****] 13th: 1690: price: 3s: d ”
In good condition.

An Early English Cookery Manuscript
in Fine Condition

20. (MANUSCRIPT:

English cookery & medicine.) Receipt
Book – Being a Family Collection ever since the year 1690 –
HBD:1786.

19cm x 14.7cm. [150] pp. (including six blank leaves). The manuscript is paginated
and foliated variously as follows: [1] , 3 ll., 4-5 pp., 6-13 ll., 14-15 pp., 16-17 ll., 18-19 pp.,
20-23 ll., 24-42, [1 - blank ] pp., 43-44 ll., 45-88, [2 - blank], [9], [2 - blank], 17, [18-26
blank except page numbers] pp. Late 17th-century vellum, title and date written in an
18th-century hand on the upper board, speckled edges, very slightly loose at upper
gutter, lower corners of a few leaves missing (not affecting text), faint dampstaining in
the lower gutter.
$25,000.00
A lovely 17th and 18th-century family cookery and medical manuscript.
Despite the faint dampstaining, this is an unusually fine example of an early English
cookery manuscript. In addition to the upper board reading “Receipt Book-Being
a Family Collection ever since the year 1690,” the date of “1690”also appears on the
upper pastedown.
Written in four legible hands, this manuscript includes 209 recipes and two indexes: one for the recipes up through leaf 85 and a second index for the second pagination sequence. Included in the 140 culinary recipes are “Almond Ginger Bread;” “To
make fine wafers;” “To make ffrench Purse;” “Sack possett without eggs;” “To make
the Little ffrench Biskett;” “To make Cream Cheese;” “To make Lemon Butter;” “To
make Orange clear cakes;” and “To candy Angelica.” There are also many recipes for the
pantry including pickled cucumbers, mushrooms, mussels, and mango; preserved and
dried fruits; and wines from various fruits such as currant, raspberry, quince, orange,
and cowslip. There is tasty looking recipe for “Lobster Pye” which follows.

Lay a sheet of paste in ye bottom of ye Petty Pan [i.e. a “patty pan” which is a type of pan used to bake pasties in] very thin, then take ye Tails of Lobsters, & slice
them very thin, season with Time, Parsley, Salt, Pepper, Nutmeggs, Anchovies, minced small, a few Capers, ye Yelkes of hard Eggs, some Marrow, Asparagus, Oysters, then take
one of ye bodyes, & put to it ye Crumm of a Manchet [a fine wheat bread], some Butter & a little Venegar, you must bake it open with ye Claws stuck round it & ye body
in ye Middle, it will take something more than Half an hours bakeing then take some Butter, & a few Anchovies, ye Yolks of 3 Eggs, a Little Claret Wine, beat well together, &
when ye Pie is taken out of ye oven, pour it on, so serve it to ye table (p. 48).
There is a recipe “To make Meger Pottage” that reads as though it is meant for lean times as the ingredients are few, but can be easily stretched to
feed many. Other recipes are for “Tripe Ala mode;” “Cherry Brandy;” “To make Apricock Jumballs;” “To keep fruit for Tarts all ye year;” “To make
Collared Beef;” “To make Chicken Cream;” “The Oyster Loafe;” “To make Scotch Collops;” “To Make Rice Soupe;” “A ffrigase of Rabbits;” “To
make Ragow;” and “How to make a Herb Soop. There is a recipe for “Methegline” which is a spiced meed that originated in Wales; it became widespread in England as well and by 1669, Kenelme Digby included fifty different methegelin recipes in his cookbook The closet opened. The spices used in
this particular metheglin recipe are cloves, ginger, and cinnamon.
Attributed recipes include “To make Paste of white pear Plumbs My Lady Grahams way;” “To make D:r Monces Sirrup for a Cough;” “A
Restorative water by D:r Taylor;” “Lady Grays water;” “Chocolate Lady Fletcher’s way;” “My Sister Grahmes Cake;” “D:r Stivens water;” “A Receipt
for a Consumption Lady Ann Howard;” “Mrs Lillies Diet Drink to be taken Spring & fall;” “Dr Bates Cordiall Water;” “To Broyle Mushrooms Mr
Beerons way;” and there are eleven culinary recipes attributed to “Mrs Eliz. Beverley.”
There are two interesting recipes involving snake skin (on pp. 52 & 53). One is for a snake skin jelly made from fourteen snake skins, saffron,
and rose water. The second is “To make ye Jelly of Snake Skinns into Balls.” Snake skin balls are made from the aforementioned snake skin jelly, crab
shell powder, coral powder, and pearl powder.

This recipe is very similar to the recipe for “Gascoigne Powder” (on
p. 69) with the exception that the “Gascoigne” recipe states that the crabs
can only be harvested when the sun has entered into the sign of Cancer
(in order to ensure the remedy’s efficacy).
There is an interesting notation at the bottom of the snake skin
balls recipe that says “probatum est Sr Richard Cholmley” (proven by Sir
Richard Cholmley). This was a common way to indicate that a recipe had
been tested and approved by a later reader and such notation usually appears in heavily used 17th century recipe books. The unusual thing about
our manuscript is that the “probatum est” note is in the same hand as
the original recipe. This probably means that our manuscript recipe was
copied from another, earlier manuscript which already had Cholmley’s
inscription of approval at the foot of the recipe. Such signs of proof of
textual transmission are rare.
The medical receipts in the manuscript are rich with interesting herbs
and roots. Some of the ingredients called for in Dr. Munce’s cough recipe
are aniseed, maiden hair, liverwort, coltsfoot, and harts-tongue. There are
two pages devoted to “The Virtue of distilled water of fflowers” which details the benefits derived from each plant. For example, “Water of fennel is
good to make a fatt body lean, & for wind in children;” “Rosemary is good
to wash ye head with & to make haire grow. 2 ounces of this water ...drives
out poyson and is good for ffitss of ye mother;” “Dragon water against
Infections & to Strike out Meazles or Pox in Children;” and “Sage water is
good for ye Palsey.” There are a number of recipes for women such as “To
Bring a Woman to Labour that hath Given over” (made with hyssop, pennyroyal, mugwort, birthwort, saffron, and myrrh) and “To make a balm
water good for one in Labour” (including sage, spearmint, nutmeg, ginger,
cloves, and cardamom). The receipt for “A Julip for ye Bloody Flux” calls
for plantain leaves, dried red rose leaves, sliced oak bark, and cinnamon.
With two pieces of printed paper used as early bookmarks, laid in.
In fine condition.

21.

A Full and Varied 18 th -Century Manuscript of
Recipes & Remedies

(MANUSCRIPT: English cookery & medicine.)
[Briggs Family. 18th century.]

20.7cm x 15.2cm. 13,15-29, “29,” 30-43, 50-97, [1], 98-106, “106,” 107-124, [2]
leaves. Contemporary calf, gilt double-fillet around sides, central gilt medallion in center of each board, gilt floral device in corners, holes for ties
but lacking ties, edges gilt, clean tears to two pages (sense still clear), some
pages browned, five leaves torn out at an early date (stubs remaining), pen
trials and drawings to recto of final leaf, preliminary and final leaves worn
and soiled at outer edge.
$20,000.00
A fascinating 18th-century cookery and medical manuscript written
in several legible hands. Although the earliest date in the manuscript is
“1741” (for a “Cure for an Epidemical Distemper”), I would date the beginning of the manuscript to the early 18th century: there are at least two
hands that appear to be earlier than the “1741” hand and the binding style
is decidedly earlier than 1741.
The rectos of the first several leaves contain some of the earliest
recipes. One is “To preserve Apricocks” and another is “To Preserve Red
Quinches hole:”
Take the quantitie of a gallon of water then take sume small Quinches and boyle it
till it become to the halfe then take to every pound of Quinches you preserve a pound
and a quarter of sugar then to every pound of Quinches take a pint of the foresaid
liquor then pare your Quinches and put your Liquor and your sugar into your
Skillet then boyle it and scum it and put in your Quinches and keepe them under
liquor covered with a plate three houers, take the coares of the Quinches that you
preserve and put them into a lawne cloath to boyle in the surrupp.

“Red Quinche” = red quince. Not surprisingly, another hand has filled in
the versos with more recipes (there are almost no blank pages or sections
in this manuscript). A second early hand has a medicinal remedy “To
keepe the Stone from growing” that’s made of “butter out of the Churne,
washt it well out of the milke, but doe not Salt it,” with “as much good
hony as the meat of a hasellnutt and as much again of white Sugar Candye
finely beaten,” rolled and made into balls, and then swallowed.
In total, the manuscript includes roughly 173 culinary recipes and
119 medicinal remedies and many of the recipes are attributed: “Aunt C’s
Raisin Wine;” “To Make Seed Cake Mrs. Ward’s;” “To Make Elder wine
Lady Jenkinsons way;” “To Make Gooseberry wine Mrs Cuderingtons
way;” “To Make Waffers Mrs Bertie;” “To Make French Fritters which is
my Lady Genkinsons receipt;” and “To make Brigets friggesy.”
One interesting aspect of the manuscript is that it includes several
recipes that address the need for food preservation. The “Minst Pye” is
said to last a good quarter of a year, and there is “A Receipt for a cake
to be kept halfe a yeare.” There are also recipes for preserves of white
currants; cherries; green gooseberries; apricots; oranges; grapes; cornelian
cherry; quince; barberry; and “Jelly of Pippins,” and pickling recipes for
mushrooms, french beans; walnuts; quince; purslane; and cucumbers.
Among the great variety of wines are currant; cowslip; orange; elderberry; and cherry. There is a recipe for “a strong broath for soops &
pottages” which calls for a leg or shin bone of beef, water, cloves, mace,
peppercorns, salt, and thyme and which once cooked and strained can
be stored in an “earthen pan.” Also included are recipes for stews; fricassees; cakes; fritters; sauces; puddings; pies; forced meats; and “lemon
cream.” There is also a recipe for Aquamirabilis (miracle water), a beverage
made up of galangal root (in the ginger family); cloves; cubebs (a dried
fruit that tastes like a combination of allspice and black pepper); ginger;
cardamom; mace; and nutmeg, all of which is mixed together and then
distilled in white wine.

Many of the medical remedies are also attributed. There is “My Sister Davors’s Surfeit Water;” “An Excellent Receipt for the Gravel or Stone
from Dr. Hebbin;” “Dr. Stephen’s Water;” “The Kinges receipt for the Stone which hath done much good;” “Mr Stafford oyntment;” “A water to heale
sores which is Miss Gardeners;” “An Emplayster to bee laid to the soles of the feete prescribed by Dr Pierce;” and “A Receipt to Cure the yellow and
black Jaundiss which was Mr Mathewes.” Often the remedies are written to cure both from the outside as well as from the inside of the body. One
recipe “For an intermitting feaver” is followed by the note (in an early hand in pencil) “HB scripsit” (HB wrote).
There is also a balm, or salve, which is attributed to Mr Gardener that is said to have the “severall” following benefits: it is “good for a greene
wound inward and outward;” for burns or scalds; headache; gout; colic; “good against poyson;” “it helpeth the biteing of Serpents or Scorpions or
Snakes;” “good for a dangerous surfitt, or pysonous disease;” pleurisy (sharp chest pain); “good to cure a thisbula or any old ulser;” cankers; plague;
kidney stones; “children that are troubled with worms;” gonorrhea; and the “King’s evil” (scrofula). Each of these medical complaints are treated
with Gardener’s salve as a base ingredient that is modified or enhanced in order to suit the patient’s specific need. There is even one case in which it
is stated that the cure was most effective when applied “by a gentle woman to a man.”

Other medical recipes are for rickets; dropsy; “a Medicine for any
swelling, paine, sore, or any inward humor;” “A Receipt for Sore eyes
inflamed;” “A present remidy for man or beast that is bitten with a mad
dogg;” and “A Most Excellent water for a sore mouth.” There is a remedy
“to cure the Mother” that calls for green leaves of periwinkle and red
wine and is for “an inordinate course of blood.”
Among the most unusual cures is one for the “Weapon Salve,” a particularly famous recipe first described by Paracelsus in the 16th century and
especially popular during the 17th century. This remedy was made to be
applied either by the hilt or blade of a sword depending upon what sort
of wound was incurred. (If the wound was from the thrust of a weapon,
then the remedy was applied by the “hilt or hand” of the weapon; if made
by a blow or cut, then it should be applied “from the back to the edge
always backward or contrary to the making of the wound”). Some of the
ingredients include “the fatte of a Boare and a Beare;” a “pint of knotted
worms;” “red Sanders of mumie” (sandalwood); “the braines of a Boare
dried;” “the bloodstone called Hamatite all finely powdered;” and “halfe
an ounce...of a dead mans scull.” There is a caveat which states that “This
salve have noe afffinity with witchcraft or inchantment but worketh the
effect or cure by Load stone like vertue which it receives from the Starres.”
The foliation in our object description is in a later, mid-18th century hand. It overrides another, earlier hand that paginated the first 70
pp. of the manuscript. It is also continuous through the excised pages,
meaning that the pages were removed during the 18th century.
Several different names appear in the manuscript, but on the final
leaf is written “Grace Briggs her recete Book” and “Eliz Briggs rote this
March 10 1745.”
A rich and fascinating manuscript of 18th-century recipes and remedies, in a good contemporary binding.

An Early Scottish Cookery Manuscript

22. (MANUSCRIPT: Scottish cookery.) Mistress Anna
Campbell Her Paistrie Booke 1707.

19cm x 15.3cm. [1], 67, [1 - blank] ll. Contemporary vellum wrappers, remains of vellum ties, soiled, eaten away at upper and lower edge of upper
wrapper, illegible contemporary manuscript inscription on upper wrapper, upper corner of lower wrapper folded over, binding stained, significant water damage to most leaves (affecting text), a few thin wormholes on
some leaves, deterioration and loss of paper to the lower and outer edges
of the first 20 leaves with loss of text (especially bad on the free endpapers).

$18,000.00
Although very worn and damaged in places, this is a fascinating early
Scottish manuscript cookbook, nearly all of which is written in the
legible hand of “Mistress Anna Campbell” in 1707, the year that Scotland
and England united.1 The title “Her Paistrie Booke” follows Anna’s name
on the first leaf and is actually the subject heading for the first section of
the manuscript.
Some of the famous Scottish dishes described in the manuscript
include “To Make Short bread;” “To Make a Cromack Py;” “Ane Excellent Dish of Partans” (“partan” is the Scots Gaelic word for crab); “To
Make Scots Collops;” “To Make a Staik Py” (traditionally a New Year’s
day dish in Scotland); “To Make ane oat Meall Pudding” (oats cooked in
milk with butter, eggs, sugar, nutmeg, and ginger added); “Rose Tablets”
(a type of Scottish fudge); “To Dress Codlins or Haddocks;” “To Make
Marmalat of Oranges;” and “A Hatted Kitt” (a traditional Scottish dairy
1 In 1706, the Union with Scotland Act was passed by the Parliament of England;

the Union with England Act was passed by the Parliament of Scotland in 1707,
the year of our manuscript.

recipe). There are also several recipes for salmon and venison (game is an
important part of Scottish cuisine). Cromack is an anglicized version of
the Gaelic word “cromag,” which is most commonly used for a shepherd’s
crook, but it is also the common Gaelic word for skirret, a sweet white
root vegetable originally introduced to Scotland by the Romans. (The
tuber comes out of the ground in a curved shape like a shepherd’s crook.)
Robert Stewart of Killiechassie and Pitcastle (1650-1729) studied
at St. Andrews University and got his M.A. on July 23rd 1672. In 1679, he
became minister to the parish of Killin, Perthshire. On January 23rd, 1683,
he married Anna Campbell of Edramuchy (or Edramuckie) at the chapel
of Finlarig. Anna was the daughter of Duncan Cambell of Edramuchy
whose estate was in the neighborhood of Killin. Anna died a year after
her husband, in 1730. The Stewarts (“Stuarts” in England), are one of the
longest-living royal families in Scotland and the Stewarts of Atholl (to
which Robert belonged) are one branch. The Campbell clan is one of the
oldest Scottish clans dating back to the 13th century and it is interesting to
note that William Campbell of Glenfalloch died in the Battle of Stirling
(1648) during the English Civil War. (For more on Campbells of Glenfalloch and their relationship to this manuscript, see below.)
The manuscript is extensive. Including approximately 400 recipes,
the dishes are (somewhat) organized into various subjects. The first section contains recipes devoted to pies (mostly savory), “paistrie,” cakes,
tarts, and custards. Dishes include “To Make Short bread;” “Ane Artichok
Py;” “To Make most delicat & Excellent mincht Pyes;” “A Beefe Paistie
Lyke Red Deer;” “Cheese Cakes;” “To Make a Cromack Py;” “To Bake
either a kid or Goat flesh in a Py;” “To Dress a Pike;” “How to Preserve
Goose-berries all the year for Tarts;” and a recipe for “French Bread.”
The next section has the heading “Followes The Sauces” and it includes 11 recipes for meat sauces (e.g. a “Sauce for a Green Goose” and a
“Sauce for rosted mutton”). The “Sauce for Turkies” is made from onions,

dry lemon peel, “whyt wine,” bread crumbs, butter, pepper, vinegar, all boiled together until thick and then added to the turkey. When plating out the
dish, Anna notes that you should “Garnish the dish with sliced Lemons or oranges, or rings of onions, or flours [i.e. flowers].”
After the sauces follows a large section of 176 varied recipes starting with boiled fish and meats and then including potted meats (e.g. doves &
venison); hashes (e.g. for rabbit and “A cold Hash or sellat” ); different savory and sweet puddings; and fish and meat recipes in general. Some of the
recipes in this section include “To Dress a Sea Catt in Sauce;” “To Make a Frigaccie of Partridges or any other Foull;” “To Pickle Broome buds;”
“To Make a Chestnut Pudding;” “To Make a Ragou of Salmon;” “To keep Fresh meat twenty dayes or a moneth in Summer” (meat wrapped in
a coarse cloth and then covered in a barrel of salt);“To make whyt Peese Pottage, or old gray Peese Pottage, either with Bacon or poudered Pork,
or a Flank of good fatt Beefe;” “To Make a Pottatoo Pudding:” “To Make all sorts of Supes & strong broath;” and “To Make Veall head
Collops.” The recipe “To Stew Trouts” calls for cooking the trout in white wine, water, winter savory, and thyme. At the end,
you make a sauce by adding a mashed up hard egg yolk.
In the next section “Followes the Milks,” there are 46 dairy recipes including one for “Clouted Cream;” “Curran Cream;” almond milk; “To make French Barley Cream;” “To Make
Stripped Cheese;” rice milk; and “To Make a broad Possett either with Baked or
Grated whyt bread.”
“Followes the Biskets” is next. This section of
25 recipes includes “To make Lemon Biskett;” “To
Make a Fyne Puft Cake Spanish;” “To Make a Dyet
Loafe;” “A Seed Cake;” “To Make Ginger bread;”
and “To Make Musk Plums.”
The final section of 66 recipes is entitled “Followes the Fruits.” Some of the dishes are “To Make
Cakes of Rizzerberries;” “To Candie Angelica;”
“Conserve of Roses;” “To Pickle Purpie;” “To Colour Green;” “Sirup of Turneeps;” “A Speciall watter
to Perfum Cloaths;” and “Black Cherrie wine.” There is
an usual recipe “To Make the Sirup of Coltfoot
Tussilago” that comes with the warning “But before you doe anything, rub off the whyt furing.”
Tussilago is a little yellow flower that today is used
medicinally for its anti-inflammatory properties,
taken either orally or topically. At earlier times, its syrup was used in candy and sometimes in sorbet.

The final five recipes are in an anonymous and less literate hand (but still early). This person’s last recipe is “To Dress a hare:” after removing the
hare’s legs, one should roast the body of the hare, baste it with “frash buter make saus Clarette ygne and it oun Gravie suyte buter boill it something
thiek and put in beast linnomon and gratted nettmeg serve it to the table.” There then follows directions on what to do with the hare’s blood and
legs to make a broth.
The husband, Robert Stewart, was a direct descendent of Robert the Bruce via his daughter Marjory Bruce who married Walter Stewart. They
had a son Robert Stewart who became King Robert II on the death of his Uncle King David II. His son, Alexander Stewart, Earl of Buchan and Ross,
and Lord Badenoch (the “Wolf of Badenoch”), was the founder of the Athole Stewarts and was granted extensive property in Perthshire from his
wife Janet Menzies (Rannoch, Strathtummel, Garth and Bolfrack, in addition to large estates he already held as the king’s eldest son). Anna’s husband,
Robert Stewart, was descended from this direct male line and it was only through him and his descendants that the connections with landed property
in the district of Athole by the “Stewards of Forthergill” was maintained in the male line.
The early provenance of the manuscript is quite interesting. In addition to Anna Campbell’s inscription and title of the manuscript on a preliminary leaf, on the verso of the upper free endpaper (much deteriorated) it is written “Jean Campbell / [****] is my neme and / [****] to [****] I
think not sh[eam?]” and below this “A man of wordes and not of did / is leck to a Gerden foll of [****].” The second rhyme might be a version of
the proverb “A man of words and not of deeds, is like a garden full of weeds.” The origin of the phrase is unclear, but the Elizabethan playwright John
Fletcher wrote of “deeds, not words” in the Lovers’ progress (act II, scene 6).
On the recto of a second preliminary leaf, below Anna Campbell’s inscription, is an inscription in blue pencil dated 1864 by a J. Stewart referring
to “Great-Great Grandm[a’s?] Cookery book!!!”
On the lower pastedown, also much deteriorated, is written “This Book Belongs to / The Lady Glenfalloch / June 22nd 1725” and “This Book
Belongs / To the Lady Glenfalloch / [****] 1725 / Jean Ca[mpbell].” The only reference I have been able to find to a Lady Jean Campbell of Glenfalloch is in a book on peerage titles and their use in correspondence.2
Interestingly, there is a Lady Glenfalloch that is related to Rob Roy and appears in Hamilton Howlett’s Highland Constable; the life and times of Rob
Roy MacGreger, 1950. The story describes how she saves Rob Roy from the Duke of Atholl (or “Athole”) at a Campbell family funeral. The scene is
hilarious (see pages 258-259). Sir Walter Scott also writes much about the connection between Rob Roy and Glenfalloch (or “Glen Falloch”).
Even though this is a damaged and worn example, Scottish cookery manuscripts are very rare. In our 34 years specializing in gastronomy, this
is the first one we’ve ever handled.
2 See Frank Adam’s The Clans, Septs & Regiments of the Scottish Highlands, 1970, p. 460.

23.

The Manuscript Cookbook Belonging to Le Marquis de Sesmaisons
While Residing at his Hôtel Particulier
on the Rue du Bac, Paris

(MANUSCRIPT: French cookery.) Paris, c.1767.

21cm x 17cm. [2 - blank], [1], [1 - blank], 91, [7], [40 - blank], [38 - of tabulated index], [4 - blank] pp. Contemporary mottled calf, triple gilt fillet around sides, rosettes in the corners, spine richly gilt, lightly rubbed
and corners slightly bumped, slight darkened stain on the lower board, edges stained red, one leaf is loose,
first 35 pages are slightly faded (but still absolutely legible), some wear to the paper tabs on the index leaves.

$8000.00
A handsome French manuscript recipe book of 180 different recipes followed by a tabulated index at the
end. The first 172 recipes are in a single hand; the last eight are in a second hand. This manuscript is unusual because its owner and his address is known. On the first leaf is inscribed (in the first recipe hand):
A

Monsieur Le Marquis De Sesmaison Lieutenant général 
Des Armées du Roi a Son chateau de St. Saire par Neufchatel 
Païs de Braye a Neufchatelet.

Où. En son hôtel ruë du Bacq Fauxbourg St. Germain prés les jacobins 
A Paris. ____________
Claude-François de Sesmaisons (1709-1779) came from a military family based in Nantes and was
named Lieutenant General of the King’s army in 1767. He was married to Marie-Louise-Gabrielle de
la Fontaine Solare de La Boissière (1722-c.1794) in Dieppe on the 10th of March, 1743. The marriage
contract was signed in Paris the day before in the presence and by permission of “Sa Majesté tre
Chrestienne, La Reyne, Monseigneur le Dauphine, Mesdames de France, les Princes et Princesses de
leur sang...soussignes.”1
1 Dictionnary of pastellists before 1800, p. 27. See pastellists.com/Articles/LaTour5.pdf.

During the 18th century, it was common for noble families to have a hôtel
particulier, or townhouse, in Paris. It is possible that this manuscript was used
by the Marquis’ officier de l’office at his hôtel on rue du Bac in the 7th arrondissement.
Although it is not declared as such, a read through the recipes reveals
that this was probably intended for use in l’office, the “cool kitchen” where
speciality drinks were prepared alongside desserts, candies, preserves, syrups, dried fruit, essences, and perfumed waters. The drinks included wine,
liquors, and distillations. The current manuscript has recipes for a pain d’epice
de fleur d’orange; gateau de fleur d’range praline; almandes a la praline; caffé a la crême; macaroons; gateau a la fleur d’orange (and another recipe with the flowers grilled);
massepins de fleur d’orange (marzipan); dragés d’avelines (hazelnut dragees); caramel;
creams (chocolate and coffee); cookies (chocolate and almond); waffles and
doughnuts (with cream, apples and peaches, and strawberries); compotes;
dried fruit; extracts (e.g. juniper); lemonades; spirits (e.g. cherry and melissa
– a lemony plant related to mint); escubacs (an herbaceous liquor); sorbets;
rossolio; almond water, milk and syrup; ratafias (from apricot kernels, or
“apricot almonds” and lemon); essences (lavender and orange flower); syrups (lemon, apricot, cherry, jasmine, quince, currants, marshmallow, pear,
and blackberry); ices (made of carnations, rose, vanilla, peach, raspberries,
strawberries, daffodil, lemon, chocolate, coffee, anise, coriander, and violets);
and mousses (e.g. chocolate, coffee, and cream).
There is also a recipe for a Populo, a popular drink from mid-18th
century Paris. In our manuscript the drink is made up of white wine, wine
spirits, a pound of sugar, two apples cut into pieces, three spoons of orange flower water, the whole mixture infused for one day and then passed
through a sieve. There is also a recipe to faire l’essence d’hipocras (a kind of
mulled wine) and for some perfumes, including L’eau d’ange, Parfums D’Espagne, and L’Eau de la reine d’hongrie.
With a small modern bookplate on the upper pastedown and one
additional recipe laid in (19th century & on woven paper).
In very good condition.

Bound in Lovely 18 th century Wrappers

24. (MANUSCRIPT: Austrian cookery.) Koch Büchl der Johanna...
gehörig in Waÿdhofen an der Ÿbbs. 17 Anno 96 [1796].

19.5cm x 16.5cm. 92 pp. Contemporary block-printed decorative wrappers, contemporary paper label on upper wrapper with date and title in manuscript, soiled, one
oil stain affecting the outer edge of most leaves (and touching the manuscript but
affecting its legibility). 
$2500.00
A charming Austrian manuscript cookbook, bound in lovely decorative wrappers
that probably originate from Italy, with each recipe in a single hand, numbered
1-104. Recipes include Wildbrädt zu kochen (how to cook wild game); Wildbrädt mit Speck
(wild game with bacon); Faschierte Tauben (minced pigeon); Ein aufgegangenes Mehl Koch
(on baking with risen flour); Die Kartäuser Nudl (Carthusian dumplings); Weichsel
Kuchen zu machen (how to make a cherry cake); Ein gutes Äpfel Koch mit Mandeln zu machen
(how to make a good apple cake with almonds); and Schöne Auflauf zu machen (how
to make a nice casserole).
Waidhofen an der Ybbs (modern spelling) is a town in lower Austria between
Salzburg and Vienna. The cuisine of Austria is greatly influenced by Eastern European dishes and game is a national favorite.
In very good condition and bound in handsome contemporary wrappers.

25.

Mexican Cookery Shortly After
Independence from Spain

(MANUSCRIPT: Mexican cookery.) Libro de Cosina par el uso de D.a Maria Antonia Martinez. Año de
1827.

14.5cm x 10.5cm. [1], [1 - blank], [1], [3 - blank], 225, [15], [2 - blank] pp.
Brown quarter morocco over pastepaper-coverd boards, spine gilt in five
compartments, water damage and paper restoration to the gutters and lower
edges occasionally affecting text. 
$24,000.00
An incredible glimpse into the gastronomy of post-revolutionary
Oaxaca, Mexico. Although the manuscript is written in three legible
hands, 95% of the cookbook is in a single hand, possibly that of Doña
María Antonia Martínez.
A total of 259 sweet and savory manuscript recipes are included in
this Mexican recetario, or cookbook, produced in the years immediately
following Mexico’s independence from Spain in 1821. This was a time
when the modern concept of Mexican cuisine as an expression of national
character was only just beginning to emerge. This recetario was most likely
compiled by, or for, Doña María Antonia Martínez, perhaps to mark a
significant event such as her marriage and the establishment of a separate household, and it provides a valuable insight into the domestic food
culture of Mexico at this important transitional moment in its culinary
history. The recipes suggest a relatively affluent household, though not extravagantly so, and most of the dishes involve a rich mixture of indigenous
and foreign ingredients.
The first section contains a variety of fish and meat dishes (mostly
guisados and estofados). These two dishes of Spanish origin are often confused with one another. Guisados are cooked with a splash of wine, water,

or broth over the stove without a lid, very slowly and with moderate heat so that
the sauce can reduce over time. This is why guisados often have potatoes or some
other form of starch in order to help absorb the liquid. Estofados, on the other hand,
are usually cooked with all of the ingredients added at the same time, and with
very little liquid. Estofados are slow-cooked with the lid on so that the ingredients
are cooked in their own juices with only maybe a splash of wine or some tomato.
In this first section there are also many dishes inspired by Mexican cuisine and that
use ingredients indigenous to Mexico, such as the nogada sauce (a traditional sauce
made from nuts); Estofado Mexicano; Mole Poblano (a rich sauce made with chilies,
Mexican chocolate, seeds, tomatoes, and cilantro, from Puebla, Mexico); chilguacle
(a sauce made from the Oaxacan chilli and to be served over turkey); Estofado Oajaqueño; menudo ( a traditional soup made with tripe); and many stews made with
bobo (a type of mullet fish native to Mexico).
The recipes in the manuscript also reflect Mexican cuisine at a time when
the relationship between sweet and savory was much more fluid. For example,
the recipe for gallinas borrachas (drunken chicken) requires that pre-roasted chicken
should be placed in a casserole dish with equal parts of water and wine and a piece
of sugar. To this is added the ground spices, including nutmeg, cinnamon, pepper
and cloves, as well as animal fat, raisins, almonds, tornachiles (a variety of Mexican
chile) and capers. Roasted tomatoes are ground with the addition of a little vinegar
from Castile, salt and sesame and then added to the casserole dish. This is then
slow-cooked entre dos fuegos and served with olives and large capers. Cooking “entre dos fuegos” was a traditional method inherited from Aztec cooking practices
whereby heat was applied below and above the casserole dish. It was much used in
18th- and 19th-century Mexico and is frequently called for in the recipes included in
the manuscript.
The second section is for dulzes finos (fine desserts) including many typical
Mexican and Central and South American recipes such as jamoncillo (a soft Mexican
candy made of sugar and milk); a tart made with mamón which is a tropical fruit;
Manjar blanco de Sr Bernardo (a Peruvian version of dulce de leche); alfajores cubiertos which
has a sketch illustrating how they were to be shaped; ante de mamey (a candy made

with the Mexican mamey fruit); and Camotitas (candied sweet potatoes – “camote”
comes from the Nahuatl word for sweet potato which translates to edible root).
There are conserves of jitomates (tomatoes); tejocote (from the Nahuatl word texocotl
which means stone fruit – this recipe is from Valladolid in the Yucatán); guallaba
(guava); xoconostle (a sour type of prickly pear, a fruit from the opuntia matudae
cactus); and a recipe from Puebla, Mexico, for a marmalade of membrillo (quince).
Additionally there are several recipes which call for chirimoya (so-named by the Incas and native to Colombia, Ecuador, Peru, Bolivia, and Chile; it is also known as
a custard apple).
The last section is for recipes that are made with flour and masa, the type
of corn flour that is traditionally used to make corn tortillas or tamales. There are
recipes for cinnamon tamales (a tamal is a Mexican dish dating back to the Aztecs,
consisting of masa dough with a filling that can either be sweet or savory, then is
traditionally steamed and wrapped in corn husks or banana leave); canutos nebados(a
specialty from Oaxaca for feast days and celebrations consisting of cone-shaped
pastries filled with sweet ingredients); gaznates (an airy dessert of meringue-filled
crunchy cylinders made of masa dough); and asiento de atole (a non-alcoholic traditional Mexican beverage made from masa).
Overall, the manuscript provides an excellent representation of a Mexican
household’s gastronomic culture in the early 19th century as well as the method
by which this knowledge was disseminated with recipes being largely transmitted
from mother to daughter, such as in the recipe for “Cajetas de Mama.” With Mexican
independence in 1821, the idea arose that the development of a national cuisine
would help forge a national identity. Four years after the date of this manuscript,
in 1831, Mexico’s first cookbooks, El Cocinero Mexicano and Novísimo Arte de Cocina,
were published. It is evident that those volumes took inspiration from household
books such as this manuscript.
Although the bottom edges of the leaves were damaged and have since been
restored, the rest of the manuscript is in good shape and the hands are legible.
A wonderfully interesting manuscript with a plethora of unusual ingredients
indigenous to Mexico.

From Military Pudding to Stewed
Normandy Pippins

26. (MANUSCRIPT: English cookery.) Harleston, Jane Wright. May 19th 1842 - c.1920.
18.3cm x 11.8cm. [111] pp. (beginning on the verso of the upper free endpaper and including six blank pages).
Contemporary black sheep and paper boards, blind-stamped, marbled edges, marbled endpapers, some
loss of binding at upper hinge, two loose leaves laid in.
$450.00
An English family manuscript cookery book beginning in 1842 and written in four legible hands, with
many attributions. There are a few references to seasonality such as “make this September or October;”
“seasonable in August or September;” and “make this the middle of May.” The final date written is
“April 10th 1917 on page [66] after the recipe for “Spanish Cream.”
There are many attributions in this manuscript. Some people are cited multiple times and at other
times the attribution is as simple as “a pastry cook.” Some of the names mentioned are Miss Clarke; Mrs.
Walter Murray (at least five citations); Aunt Martha; and Miss Barker. There is a recipe for “Cowslips
Wine” which is attributed to Mrs. Beeton (perhaps taken from her famous book, The book of household
management (1861), or her column in The Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine).
Many of the recipes are for desserts. For example: “Yellow Flummery;” “Potatoe Chees Cakes;”
“Yorkshire Cakes;” “Shank Jelly;” “Marlborough Pudding;” “Marmalade and Vermicella Pudding;”
“Baked Gooseberry pudding;” “Merangues;” and
“Apples and Rice.”
On the savory side, there are pickling recipes for tomatoes; red cabbage; “Spanish onions;” and
walnuts. There is a recipe for a “Savoury Omlet;” one for “Spiced Beef;” one for “Hair Pudding” which
is later written as “hare;” and a salad dressing.
Some of the beverage recipes are for “Milk Punch;” “Egg Wine;” “Rhubarb Wine;” “Ginger Beer;”
“Gooseberry Wine;” and “Ginger Wine.”
The two laid-in leaves have a recipe for “Orange Marmalade” from Miss Clarke, and on the other,
there are notes on what to buy to make a remedy for an “ordinary cough” as well as the recipe itself.
In good condition.

27.

Following the Story Family in Manuscript through
the late Victorian Era

(MANUSCRIPTS: English cookery & household accounts.) Four manuscript volumes coming from the Story
family, Hooton Roberts, South Yorkshire, 1842 - c.1910.
I. [First line of manuscript: “Paid January 1859.”] 18cm x 11.5cm. [141] pp.
(including one blank page, and manuscript annotation on the recto of
lower free endpaper). Contemporary purple half morocco over marbled
boards, marbled endpapers, all edges marbled, spine in six compartments,
“Ledger” stamped in gilt on spine, red-ruled paper, lacking upper free
endpaper, upper joint loose, binding rubbed with overall wear, evidence
of one excised page.
With:
II. [First line of manuscript: “E. E. Story Hooton Roberts Novr 21st
1859.”] 16cm x 10cm. [101] pp. (including recto of the upper free endpaper and verso of lower free endpaper). Contemporary green quarter
morocco over linen boards, all edges marbled, lower joint loose, overall wear to binding, three pages with mounted recipes.
With:
III. [First line of manuscript: “M. Story – from her Mother Jany
4th 1871.”] 18cm x 11.5cm. [3], 49, [17], [71 - blank], [4] [1 - blank]
pp. (including verso of upper free endpaper). Contemporary red
gilt and blind-stamped cloth (“Notebook” stamped in gilt on upper board), all edges red, yellow upper and lower pastedowns and
free endpapers, light blue-ruled paper, heavy spotting throughout,
binding rubbed, fourteen leaves laid in.

With:
IV. [First line of manuscript: “Late Luke Story’s boo[k]” (taken from
upper board).] 18.8cm x 12.5cm. [22], 282 pp. (including verso of upper
free endpaper and 124 blank pages). Contemporary blue morocco with
“Late Luke Story’s boo[k]” in manuscript on tape on upper board, spine
in five compartments, “Ledger” stamped in gilt on spine, all edges marbled, flower-print endpapers, blue and red-ruled paper, printed index tabs
on preliminary leaves, binding rubbed, corners bumped, one leaf sewn in.
Price for all four volumes: $1500.00
A collection of four manuscripts from the Story family of Hooton
Roberts, South Yorkshire. The collection includes two cookery books and
two family books of accounts that give us an intimate look into their daily
needs and purchases as well as profits and payments made on properties.
In doing research for these manuscripts, we found genealogical information which corroborated with and helped to inform the names and dates
associated with them.1
Based on our research, the earliest family cookery book (in green
quarter morocco) belonged to Ellen Story, née Bingley (1820-1889), the
wife of Luke Story (1814-1867). There is a signature on the upper free
endpaper of “E. E. Story. Hooton Roberts Novr 21st 1859.” The second
cookery manuscript(in red cloth) may have been given to her daughter,
Marian (d. 1946). This book has the dedication of “M. Story – from her
Mother Jany 4th 1871,” with a further contemporary notation of “Hooton
Roberts Rothersham.” Some of the recipe attributions also bear these theories out. For example in Marian’s manuscript, the recipe for “raised pies”
1 The following URL has direct links to all of the family members named

in these manuscripts that shows how they are related to one another as well
as their birth and death dates: https://www.geni.com/people/Luke-Story/6000000039995249501.

is attributed to Aunt G. Bingley (with much crossings-out in pencil and notations). This is followed
by two recipes taken from “Lucy’s book” (her mince pie is labeled as “beautiful”). In looking at the
Story family’s genealogy, one can see that Lucy was Marian’s sister.
Some of the recipes in Ellen’s manuscript (bound in green quarter morocco) are for “Orange
Wine;” “Raspberry Vinegar;” “Mrs. George Wittakers recipe for a cake which she calls powder cake;”
“Devonshire Junket;” “Mushroom Pudding;” “Soda Cake;” and “Officer’s Pudding.” There are also
a few remedies for such medical concerns as rheumatism; erysipelas (a skin infection); bruises; “for
taking proud flesh out of sores;” and a treatment for hair. On the lower free endpaper of this manuscript, is a notation regarding the death of a Story relative on March 26 1842, and an attribution for a
recipe for potted beef is dated 1854, so this manuscript is considerably earlier than the “1859” written
on the upper free endpaper.
Marian’s manuscript (bound in red cloth) begins with an index for the first forty-one pages.
There are recipes for “Gertrudes Buns;” “College Pudding;” “Honeycomb Gingerbread;” “Scalded
Pudding;” “Clear Soup;” “Miss Whitakers Buns;” “Clober Knob Vinegar;” “Victoria Sandwich;”
“Chesterfield Cake;” “Chutney Sauce;” and “Pickled Green Tomatoes.” Following a recipe for “Damson Cheese” there is a note to “Try Mrs. Beeton’s recipe.” Mrs. Beeton wrote a regular column in The
Englishwoman’s Domestic Magazine between 1859 and 1861 and her entries were eventually made into a book
titled The Book of Household Management and published in 1861. Also included are remedies for “Gnat fly
bites;” a cough; “lumbago;” and “Hair falling off.” There are also thirteen leaves of recipes laid in and
one wedding blessing with a date of “Octbr 21st 1886.”
It seems likely that both of the ledgers were accounts written by Luke Story and his son John
Story (1841-1921). The first ledger (in purple half morocco over marbled boards) is more of a book of
family purchases, and the second (in blue morocco), tracks rent paid by various tenants until c.1910,
as well as mortgage payments. In the first ledger, which begins in 1859, the most predominantly purchased item is butter. It was purchased from Mrs. Walker, Mr. Robinson, John Ridgeway, Mr. Barber,
John Hatfield, William Shaw, Joseph Dolby, Charles Grindle, Ann Beaumont, and many more. Some
of the other items bought by the Story family were fowl; eggs; calico; parasols; muslin lining; Irish
linen; currants; cucumbers; gloves; gelatine; sugar; singlets; collars; paint brushes; fish; crab; scotch;
gauntlets; and a straw hat. Mr. Story also accounted for payments to servants and other people who
presumably worked for the Story family. The book of rents and loan payments names a number of
locations and renters.
Although somewhat worn and much used, these manuscripts remain legible and intact and
provide a wonderful glimpse into domestic life in late Victorian England.

A 19th-Century Manuscript of Knitting &
Crochet Patterns

28. (MANUSCRIPT:

English needlework.) Lucy Skinner. Westmill Rectory. 1848-1875. [Knitting and crochet journal with fine crochet sample work, a photograph, and loose manuscript leaves preserved in
clamshell box.]

I. Bound manuscript: 17.9cm x 11.2cm. [82] pp. (plus one page of manuscript
on the verso of the upper free endpaper and one page of manuscript on the
recto of the lower free endpaper). Contemporary green sheep wrappers,
blind-stamped to resemble morocco, wear
to head and tail of spine, marbled edges,
decorative endpapers, upper joint slightly
loose, small tear to lower free endpaper,
remains of one excised leaf, paper ruled
in blue. II. 40 loose leaves measuring
from 5.2cm x 8.6cm (oblong) to 25.7cm
x 63.4cm (oblong and unfolded), including a stitched gathering of 6 leaves III.
Six needlework samples including one
attached to its pattern description with a
pin. IV. One photograph.
$1200.00
A lovely time capsule of 19th-century fashions including over 60 manuscript knitting and crochet patterns for
clothing and household items. Also included is an albumen photograph and six
contemporary samples of knitted lace.

A few of the patterns are attributed and there are occasional annotations as to how pretty the end result is. For example, in the case for a
pattern for a “triangular,” the author notes that it is a “very useful triangular under shawl. This half shawl is very useful for those [who] require
one in doors; it is very rich looking, warm, & easily worked, being all done
in garter stitch.” Some of the other stitches mentioned in the manuscript
are “double rose leaf;” “spider net;” “dahlia star;” “cable;” “tulip pattern;”
“garter;” and “brioche.”
There are patterns for a number of 19th-century fashion items. There
is the “cloud,” which apparently first came onto the scene around 1872 and
is “A light, loosely knitted scarf. Both ends could be fringed, or only one
end fringed and the other finished in a tassel. One end of the cloud was often worn over the head, the other slung over a shoulder.”1 The “Van Dyke”
appears twice. This was a garment that was made to go over the top of a
dress and was supposed to be reminiscent of the styles the women wore in
Van Dyke’s paintings. There is a pattern for a “spencer” for a baby which
was a short cardigan sweater without buttons. There are also at least five
patterns for antimacassars, which must have come in very handy in the
days of viscous hair oil for men. (An antimacassar was a decorative square
or rectangle that was made to protect the headrest and arms of a chair.)
There are quite a lot of patterns for “tidy’s,” or ornamental borders, edging and lace. Also, there are patterns for an afghan blanket, a “carriage
wrapper,” baby shoes, chair covers, shawls, socks (including night socks),
hair nets, purses, and there is one pattern for making a curtain. There is
a pencil drawing after one of the antimacassar patterns showing how to
add the fringe.
1 Tessa Lorant, Knitted Shawls and Wraps. Thorn Press, 1984.

The photograph is of a woman (possibly Lucy Skinner) in a huge, classic Victorian-era silk gown, with lace borders to the neck and cuffs,
looking down at her knitting project. On the verso of the photograph is printed “Asher & Drummond Photographers. Dunfermline & Alloa.” Both
of these are towns in Scotland near the River Forth.
Written on the verso of the upper free endpaper of the journal is “Lucy Skinner July 29th 1848 Westmill Rectory” and amongst the loose leaves
there is a letter written to Mrs. Skinner dated 4 March 1875 that mentions Sir George Rose. The verso of this letter was used to write down crochet
notes. Another correspondence is addressed to Mr. And Mrs. George Skinner. Two of the patterns are attributed to Mrs. Mee, and a Miss James, Miss
Beth, and Miss Chambers are also mentioned in relation to other patterns. The pattern for the “carriage wrapper” is attributed to “Englishwoman’s
mag: 1865.” One pattern is given the location of Lucerne, 1862, and another is located in Manchester May, 1875.
The needlework samples are in excellent condition and show the handiwork of a very accomplished knitter.
With a glossary that defines what individual letters stand for in knitting patterns. For example: “B. A pearl stitch” and “O2 twice round the
needle”.
In good condition and preserved in clamshell box.

The “Frozen Album” of
Ice Cream Sculptures

29. (MANUSCRIPT:
c.1860.

ice

cream.)

Gefrorenes-Album.

41cm x 35cm. Twenty-four watercolors with notes in manuscript, each on the
recto of a leaf. [24] ll. Contemporary pebbled cloth, spine expertly renewed in
the style of the boards, title stamped in gilt on upper cover, double blind fillet
around sides, corners bumped, slightly rubbed, decorative pastedowns, light
foxing, marginal tear to the lobster watercolor (not affecting image), marginal
paper repairs to some leaves. 
$9,500.00
A remarkable album of watercolors depicting the different ice cream
sculptures one could order from an ice cream chef in Austria in the mid-19th
century. The quality of the watercolors is very high for a sample book.
Since the 18th century, molded ice cream was made as an extravagant centerpiece at sumptuous dinners and banquets. It is not certain, but it may be that
such molds were influenced by the tradition of making sweets in the shapes
of various animals, people, and foods in medieval and renaissance kitchens. A
good example of these are seen in Gilliers’ Le Cannameliste français, 1751.
By the 19th century, however, not only were ice cream sculptures made
in various colors and in great detail, but different flavors were used to match
that which was represented. For example, the flavor of pistachio would be
used in an ice cream artichoke or raspberry for the red section of a goddess’ robe. Oftentimes, the ice cream was so accurate in its representation
of another food or object, that the diner would think that they were about
to cut into a potato (for example), only to find out that it was made of ice
cream. These edible sculptures were intended to delight and surprise guests
to a banquet and were an extravagant expansion on the idea of eating as an
aesthetic experience.

In the current manuscript, the following sculptures are on offer: Minerva
holding a spear, a shield, and with an owl
at her feet (goddess of the arts and war); a
seated hunter holding some traps; a naked
young Bacchus on a barrel drinking some
wine (god of wine and fertility); a goose; a
crown; a chicken and chick; a bowl of fish;
two baked chickens; a stag; a lion; a lamb; a
putto (naked angel) in a rose; a reclining cupid; a squash in a bowl; two doves touching
beaks on a cushion; a standing red fox; the
goddess Demeter standing holding a torch
and a wreath of flowers; the goddess Artemis (or Diana) seated with arrows, a dog,
and a symbol for the moon on her forehead;
Pegasus (this watercolor is particularly lovely); a swan; a cluster of red grapes; a lobster;
a platter of potatoes; and the goddess Ariadne reclining on Dionysus’ panther.1
We are able to determine that Austria
is the place of origin for this manuscript because the term “Seitl” is used when describing what is needed to make each of the sculptures. (The number of Seitl is listed in manuscript beneath
each watercolor.) “Seitl” was a term of measurement that was used in Burgenland (eastern Austria and home of Joseph Hayden), Lower Austria, Styria
(southeastern Austria), and Vienna. One Seitl equals approximately 272ml or 1.15 cups. The ice cream sculptures in the sample book range from 1.5 to
6 Seitls; I suspect that these measurements were provided to give the person ordering the creation both a sense of the size of the piece as well as the
chef the ability to calculate the cost. The date of the album is estimated based upon the hand, paper, and binding.
In good condition and just lovely.
1 Interestingly, when I lived in Germany in 1986, there were numerous Eiscafes that would serve ice cream in the shape of various foods. My favorite was the Kartoffeleis
that looked like a potato on a plate that had just been dug out of the ground. The potato was made of hazelnut ice cream, it was filled with hazelnut liquor, and
sprinkled on top was cacao powder to look like dirt.

30.

A Civil War Cook’s Diary
With Recipes

(MANUSCRIPT: Civil War Cookery.) A collection of three items once belonging to Union Civil War cook, William S. Tiffany, including his pocket diary with
recipes and daily entries, a photograph of himself with chef knife and cook’s overalls, and a date-stamped envelope addressed to his wife. [North Carolina, 1862-1864.]
I. (Manuscript: William S. Tiffany. North Carolina, 1862-1864.) Pocket Diary 1863. Hartford:
Charles G. Geer, [1862].

12.5cm x 8cm. [194] pp., including 12 printed preliminary pp. and 29 blank pp. Illustrated title page printed in red
and black ink, other preliminary leaves are a printed almanac for 1863. Original black panelled calf wallet binding
with “Diary 1863” gilt stamped within an ornamental border on closing flap, all edges gilt, pocket bound into lower
wrapper with green linen, upper flap coming loose, rubbed, two leaves laid in.
¶ Pocket Diary 1863: Not in OCLC.

With:
II. Framed ambrotype photograph of William S. Tiffany holding his chef ’s knife and wearing cook’s
overalls.
8.5cm x 7.2cm. Ambrotype in ornate brass frame, pencil notation to verso of photograph.

With:
III. Contemporary envelope addressed to Mrs. William S. Tiffany with the return
address of “Soldier Letter / Lt. Col. Syman 2nd M.V., 1863.”
8.1cm x 14.2cm. Paper envelope, date stamped “Washington Jan 26 1863,” worn on edges, contemporary penciled doodles and calculations to verso.
Price for the group: 

$15,000.00

A remarkable survival. A unique and intriguing Civil War diary belonging to a cook in the 27th Massachusetts Volunteers. The pocket diary has
numerous manuscript recipes and other gastronomic entries, all written in a single legible hand. There is a contemporary inscription on the upper
pastedown of “Christmas Gift – Dec 25th 1862.” Also included in this collection is an ambrotype of Tiffany posed in unusual striped cook’s overalls
with straps to wrap around his pants and holding a large knife. His cheeks are tinted pink. Lastly, there is a postmarked envelope addressed to Tiffany’s wife, dated January 24 1863.
In 1863, Tiffany and his regiment were stationed in and around New Bern and Washington, North Carolina. Each day is unfailingly recorded with
descriptions of the weather, and military maneuvers along with a few more personal details whenever something outside of the ordinary happened. Occasionally, he mentions his culinary work, such as when on November 19, he writes that he “commenced cooking for the ‘Colonel’s Mess,’” and a week later, on
Thanksgiving Day, when he writes that he had “been to work hard all day.” Several entries around Christmas note the food he and the troops ate, including
turkey and boiled plum pudding on Christmas Day; a baked apple dessert the day after; and boiled codfish and “Apple John” on the twenty-eighth.
Following the daily journal is a record of expenses for the Officers’ Mess for the period between November 19, 1863, and February
15, 1864. Evidently the officers lived quite comfortably. There are
large orders for oysters, liver, beef and pork. They also seem to have
consumed a good deal of “sweetcakes;” crackers; cheese; bread; butter; sugar; and vegetables.
The 27th Massachusetts Infantry Regiment spent most of
its time in North Carolina, beginning their military career by
fighting at the important battles of Roanoke Island and New Bern
in Burnside’s 1862 expedition, helping to establish a firm Union
foothold along the Carolina coast that would last for most of
the war. The recipes Tiffany wrote in this volume were gathered
during his wartime service as a cook in North Carolina, Virginia,
Maryland, and elsewhere.
Although it appears as though Tiffany was engaged in feeding
the officers, some of the recipes he includes in this manuscript point
to a need for thrift. The recipe for “Hard Times Pudding” (written
in “New Bern N.C. June 3rd 1862”) calls for molasses, water, flour
and salt which is to be made into a “tolerable thickness” and then
put in a bag and boiled for three hours. This comes with the added
note that “It is good without sauce, but a sauce made of a little

sugar, butter, a little flour, seasoned with nutmeg &c. improves it right smart.”
Other recipes included in the diary are for “making honey” (again evidence
of economic precarity, in that natural honey was perhaps difficult to come
by); “Eggs a la Convent;” “Rice Flap-Jacks;” “Milk Lemonade;” “Egg
and Oyster Ommelettes;” “Cream Pie;” “Elderberry Wine;” and “Muck
Sack.” There is a recipe for “Hotch Potch” which calls for stretching
ingredients thus:
Take any cold meat, chop or slice fine, season with salt and pepper or sage, if
liked. Add to this half as much stale bread, or potates that have been boiled.
Stir the whole together and enclose in a crust as for a chicken pie, and put
up the same way, bake one half hour.
Amongst the culinary recipes are a few handy tips such as “How
to fill an ice house;” two methods for catching fish; and how to
make a “durable paint.”
As is noted in a contemporary hand on the upper pastedown, William Tiffany, originally of Springfield, Massachusetts, received this diary as a Christmas gift at the end of 1862.
He made entries into it assiduously throughout 1863. While he
writes that he likes Washington, North Carolina, “much better
than New Berne,” he takes exception to the number of free Blacks
in the city, noting that “There is ten of them to one White man.”
Tiffany does not dwell much on race, although his occasional notes
tend to be less than charitable. In late March, he mentions increased
enemy activity in the area – premonitions of the imminent siege of
Washington. Besides a number of skirmishes (which he describes in his
entries), the siege is the most significant combat experienced by Tiffany’s
unit in 1863. By April 1st he notes that he “shot a rebel cavelry[sic] picket last
night,” and that “Bill Fuller was slightly wounded today by a ‘rebel coucumber.’”

The assaulting Confederate and defending Union forces would
spend two intense weeks firing at each other to little effect, and Tiffany’s
daily entries convey the feeling of exhaustion and monotony that accompanied such an extended engagement. He notes his young son’s age in the
midst of the siege, on April 15, where his entry reads: “The rebs opened
hot and heavy in front, which made Co. K lie low, as we were right in the
range of the Fort. My boy is 22 months old today.” A few days later the
Confederates finally retreated: “All quiet. The rebs have fell back 12 miles:
Deserters are coming in thick and fast and giving themselves up. They say
the rebs are starved out.” He also makes brief reference to the tragedy of
Bachelor’s Creek on May 23rd, when a shipment of powder and torpedoes
exploded, resulting in the deaths of dozens of soldiers, officers, and even
nearby civilians, launching bodies (and parts of bodies) for hundreds of
yards.
The rest of the year, Tiffany’s entries are mostly concerned with
the weather, routine military duties, news of letters to and from his wife
(Elvira, or “Vi”) and his mother, his endless health struggles, a pleasant
trip home to visit family (where he mentions having his picture taken and
receiving it in the mail a few weeks later, perhaps the portrait included
here), and his duties as cook for the Officer’ Mess. He ends New Year’s
Eve on a hopeful note in his final entry: “This is the last of 1863: Well
goodbye old year I hope before another year rolls around I shall be at
home.”
Laid into the diary is a newspaper clipping of a religious poem and
folded multiple times and tucked into the pouch, is a manuscript copy
of the hymn “There’s Nothing Bright, Above, Below” signed by Tiffany.
In very good condition.

31.

From Fish Catsup
to Herb Beer

(MANUSCRIPT: English cookery & medicine.) [First line:] Plumb Pudding No. 1. [Beverley, Manchester, Southport, & Sheffield: 1874-1891.]

Oblong: 17.6cm x 19.8cm. [64] pp. Hand stitched, lower gathering held on by a thread, first and final leaves soiled, outer and lower edges chipped, browned
and occasionally stained by food, gray-ruled paper, one large folded leaf, one leaf laid in, and one leaf attached with a pin.
$950.00
An English cookery manuscript, written in a single legible hand, and including 116 culinary recipes, 14 remedies, and a few directions for maintaining
a household. A majority of the recipes are not only attributed but are also dated and sometimes given a location, so we can place this manuscript
between 1874 and 1891. (At least thirteen of the recipes are attributed to the author’s mother.) Interestingly, the locations of the recipes cut a perfect
longitudinal swath through parts of Yorkshire and Lancashire.
There are notations and commentaries made to a number of the entries. For example, our anonymous author has made such observations as
“very good;” “take care not to let this boil;” “it will keep 2 yrs.;” “This is very nice;” “To be made in March;” “Excellent;” and “this can also be made
of scalded breadcrumbs instead of flour.”
Recipes include “Boiled Tapioca
Pudding;” “Buckingham Pudding;”
“Mrs. Brown’s Best Raspberry Sandwich – Beverley Aug 20th/75;” “Drop
biscuits No. 2 – These are rather like
her dry biscuit recipe;” “Mother’s
Ingredients for Mince Meat – 1878;”
“Primrose vinegar;” “Receipt for
herb beer – Very good;”
“Fish Catsup – Excellent;” “To make Indian
pickle – Excellent;” “Lady

Ann’s receipt for eye water;” “Furniture Cream;” “Gentleman’s Root Tea for Chest or Stomach – Mr Edward’s recipe;” and “ Nov. 26th Aunt Laycock’s receipt
for Bride’s Cake 1875.”
With one large folded leaf containing three recipes; one recipe for whooping cough laid in; and a recipe for a tincture calling for dandelion,
gentian oil, and ginger pinned onto a page (on the verso of this leaf is the outside of an envelope with a stamped date of “Dec 22 91” from Leeds).
Three different types of paper make up the manuscript and all are laid and with watermarks. They are “A Cowan & Son / Loft Dried / Record
Foolscap” with the Brittannia symbol; Weatherly Kent; and “Book Foolscap / 1880 / Mill No 60 / ALS” with the Brittannia symbol.
Although worn and much used, this manuscript contains a great wealth of late 19th century English cookery and medical remedies. Preserved in
an archival folder.

32.

Fish Recipes

(MANUSCRIPT: French cookery.) Poissons. c.1920.

14.8cm x 9.2cm. [140] pp. with the final recipe written on the lower pastedown. Contemporary black pebbled paper, chipped at head and tail of
spine, 1" split at the upper joint of the upper wrapper, paper label on upper
board covered in part by some old clear tape, light overall wear to boards.

$1500.00
A very usual manuscript cookbook: written in a single, legible hand, the
manuscript is comprised of 74 different recipes, the majority of them devoted to various types of seafood with the remainder for freshwater fish.
Some of the seafood recipes include those for lobster, cod, shrimp, tuna,
salmon, scallops, skate, sole, mullet, flounder, sea bass, and rock lobster.
The freshwater recipes are for trout and pike.
Some of the recipes are Filets de soles aux petits pois; Soles aux crevettes;
Sole normande; Soles à la bordelaise; Truite meunière; Truite au bleu; Barbue sauce
d’Orléans; Saumon froid à la russe; Bar à la milanaise; Turbot à la sauce aurore; Turbot
à la Bourgingnonne; Paupiettes de sole Elisabeth; and a recipe for a Pain de poisson.
What is also very interesting is that many of the dishes come with
a second recipe for the sauce that should be served with the dish. These
include a mayonnaise de poisson; how to make a beurre noisette (to have with
skate); Sauce blanche au lait (to have with the Sole normande); a sauce crevette (to
have with Barbue); and the famous Sauce hollandaise. There is also a special
description on how to prepare the mushrooms for the Sole au gratin and,
for the Truite au bleu, there are two extra sections: one on how to prepare
its court-bouillon and the other for the Sauce printanière.
Considering the detail and complexity of this manuscript, it may
have been written by a professional chef from the early 20th century.
In very good condition.

33.

A Cookbook for Foster Children

(MANUSCRIPT: Mexican cookery.) De Basurto,
Sophia A. Recetas de cosina. 1930.

11.2cm x 17.3cm. Four hand-drawn diagrams in the text. [1], 46, [1] ll. Contemporary green half cloth over purple marbled boards, corners bumped,
contemporary bookseller’s label on upper pastedown, marbled edges, blue
ruled paper, ink bleeding through faintly but legible throughout, one burn
mark affecting seven leaves and affecting some text (sense still clear), five
newspaper clippings laid in.
$1500.00
An interesting glimpse into the life of a young woman in Mexico
attending an escuela hogar (a boarding school for children and adolescents
who are in difficult situations). The manuscript is written in a single legible hand and includes an index on the final two leaves.
Included is a mix of mostly Mexican recipes and a few that are internationally inspired. There are also some more personal recipes such as
the one for “Bebida Comfortable,” a comforting drink that calls for casis;
cogñac; agua sifon a llenar el vaso (siphoned water to fill the cup); and a cube
of ice (recto of l. 17).
Many of the recipes call for Mexican ingredients such as masa de maiz
(the type of corn flour that is traditionally used to make corn tortillas);
chicharones (fried pork belly); manteca (lard); tortillas (a thin unleavened flat
bread made from corn first made by the peoples of Mesoamerica); queso
añejo (a firm salty Mexican cheese traditionally made from goat milk); cocoa
(chocolate); and huachinango (Mexican northern red snapper). Recipes also
call for indigenous fruits and vegetables such as perónes (an apple variety);
guayabas (guavas); gitomate (tomato); ejotes (green beans); chile poblano (a chilli
native to Puebla, Mexico); and chipotles (a smoked ripe jalapeño pepper).

There are a number of important Mexican recipes such as Guayabate (guava paste); crema morisca (a traditional ice cream of Campeche, Mexico);
enchiladas verdes (stuffed baked tortillas in a green sauce made from tomatillos, or as our author, de Basurto calls them, tomates verdes); huevos rancheros (a
hearty ranch-style breakfast); chalupitas (little boats made of masa filled with cheese, sardines, beans, onions, chillies and tomatoes – a dish that comes
from south central Mexico); tepache (a fermented pineapple drink); and campechanas (a caramelized puff pastry).
One unusual element of the manuscript are the diagrams drawn by de Basurto to indicate how dishes should look once they are assembled, such
as the one drawn in pencil for the recipe for “Pastel Rey de Chocolate” showing the top of the cake divided into eight wedges. Each wedge has either
candied cherries or powdered chocolate on top (ll. 11-12). There is an almost cartoon-like illustration for the “Huevos Napolitanos” in ink (l. 18),
and then two more diagrams later in the manuscript.
There are also a number of interesting manuscript corrections made to some of the recipes. For example, on (l. 21) where “azucar” (sugar) was
written, it has been crossed out and above is written “sal” (salt). In this case, sugar had already been added earlier in the instructions, so it would
make sense to then add salt rather than more sugar. On (l. 28) after the word “té” (tea), she has added “un poco agua” (a little water), and after
“alcohol” she added “cantidad al gusto” or “quantity to taste.” In the recipe for “Ensalada New York” she added in the type of measurement after
the number (grams), and then crossed out “blanca” (white) and added “repollo” after the word “lechuga” which changed the entire ingredient from
“white lettuce” to “cabbage lettuce.” In a recipe for a six-layered puff pastry, where de Basurto had originally written “trapo” (rag), she amended to
say “servilleta” (napkin), which makes sense as these napkins are meant to be laid between the layers of dough, and should be a clean piece of cloth
rather than a cleaning rag! It is not clear if these corrections were made by de Basurto or a later cook.
With five newspaper clippings laid in. There is one with recipes for orange-based dishes, and one with a few jokes. One of the jokes translates
to “I am very angry said an inmate. I’m in jail because I stole a loaf of bread and yet every day they bring me one.”
The bookseller’s label found on the upper pastedown is for a store in Mexico City, located on “Av. del 16 de Septiembre No 43.” Inscribed on the
upper free endpaper is “Recetas de Cocina / De la Escuela hogar Sor Juana Ines de la Cruz / Sofia A. De Basurto Mexico Enero de 1930.”
In good condition.

34.

Wine in a German Submarine

(MANUSCRIPT: German wine.) Lustige Weinkarte “U458.” [c.1942-c.1943.]
14cm x 12cm. Twelve original drawings in black ink and watercolor, one photograph laid in. [13], [1 - blank] ll. Handmade
contemporary purple boards, title in watercolor on upper board,
decorative paper around edges, spine painted red, binding worn
and faded, all but two leaves are a faux vellum with some wrinkling.


$1500.00

A remarkable survival of a very strange, anthropomorphic
wine menu. The first leaf of this vibrant weinkarte (“wine menu”
) lists the twelve wines available on board the Nazi U-boat 458, a
submarine that operated during WWII. Strangely, all of the wines
represented are Rieslings. Erdener Prälat is described as gehaltvoll (hateful) and is illustrated as a pious, red-faced priest wearing a cassock.
Brauneberger Juffer is described as lieblich duftend (lovely-scented) and
is accompanied by a drawing of a woman holding a potted plant. Forster Schnepfenpflug is described as sehr ansprechend (very attractive) and is
represented by a gaggle of fancy ladies. Endiger Floh as rassig, lebhaft (racy,
lively) shows a mostly undressed, smiling woman.

The drawings on faux vellum were taken from a series of Künstlerkarten (artist postcards) made by German painter Richard Bloos (1878-1957).
We were able to find examples of these postcards, which were published by Industrie-Verlag und Druckerei Akt.-Ges., Düsseldorf (Industrial Publisher and
Printer, Düsseldorf ). The descriptions of the wines are also lifted from Bloos’ postcards, but our submariner used creative license in the coloring, as
the original cards were black and white.
The U-boat 458 was a German Nazi submarine, which began active service on 1 July, 1942. It was sunk on 22 August, 1943, by depth charges
from HMS Easton and the Greek destroyer Pindos in the Mediterranean between Malta, Sicily, and the Tunisian coast. There were eight casualties
and thirty-nine survivors. Perhaps this was salvaged from the submarine?
Laid in is a personalized photograph of a young Nazi sailor (“Willi”) who may have been the artist of this wine menu.
In very good condition. Colors bright and crisp.

35.

Your Dinner Will Support
our Military

(MEAT or fish?) By the King. A proclamation, for restraint of killing, dressing, and eating of flesh in lent, or on
fish-dayes. [London: Bohn Bill, 1660/1.]

Oblong folio. Woodcut device and large woodcut initial on first page, printed almost entirely in black letter. 3, [1] leaves (printed on rectos only). Disbound with early inked page numbers in the corners. 
$2500.00
The FIRST EDITION of this governmental regulation to control what people eat. Quite handsome, it is printed in folio, in black letter and in an
oblong format.
In England, during the 17th century, approximately one third of the year was devoted to “Fish-dayes.” This meant that eating meat was forbidden
due to religious restrictions and offenders could be prosecuted. But there were also militaristic and economic reasons for the law: 1. to encourage the
growth of England’s navy through supporting the fishermen and the concomitant boat building and 2. “for the sparing and increase of Flesh-victuals”
(i.e. to give farmers time to cultivate their livestock and increase the availability of meat in England).
From the tone of the proclamation, it is clear that during the Interregnum period, people had become lax in maintaining the dietary rules. King
Charles II, who was tolerant of Catholics during his reign and converted to Catholicism on his deathbed, wanted people to be more observant.
Specifically, the proclamation is addressed to “all Inholders, Keepers of Ordinary Tables, Cooks, Butchers, Victuallers, Alehouse-keepers, and
Taverners.” It goes on to explain that “every man should be a rule of order and abstinence in his own house, as well in respect of the publick...so We
streightly charge and command all Inholders, keepers of Ordinary Tables, Victuallers, Cooks, Alehouse-keepers, and Taverners, not to make any supper for any person or persons whatsoever upon Friday nights, either in Lent or out of Lent, nor suffer any meat to be then dressed, uttered, sold, or
eaten in their houses, upon pain of such punishment as is due.” How the law is to be upheld is explained as well as the various fines for those selling,
preparing, serving, and eating meat.
At the end of the text it is noted “Given at Our Palace at Whitehall, the Twenty ninth day of January, in the Twelfth Year of Our Reign, One
thousand six hundred and sixty.” The date is given above as “1660/1” because in the 17th century, the calendar didn’t roll over to the next year until
March 25th.
It is also interesting to note that the Catholic Church didn’t rescind the prohibition of eating meat on Fridays till 1966.
In very good condition.
¶ ESTC & OCLC: Huntington Library, Harvard, California State University (Long Beach), Library of Congress, Yale and eight locations outside of the United States. The proclamation was reissued on the 11th of November, 1661.

36.

Aguardiente Accounting
in Mexico

(MEXICAN alcohol regulations: aguardiente.) Circular. Con
fecha de 23 de este mes...el numero de Barriles de Aguardiente. [Mexico City]: 1796.

Broadside: 28.9cm x 21 cm. Printed recto and verso, signs of having been folded three
times.
$900.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this circular from the viceroy
of Spain ordering that all people receiving this publication who are in positions of
power (such as mayors and other sub-delegates) should supply information regarding the exportation of barrels of aguardiente from their jurisdictions within the last
ten years. The reports must include information on how much was paid in taxes
and by whom, including a total sum of taxes paid over ten years’ time.
Aguardiente – or “firewater” – is a drink, usually in the 30-60% alcohol range,
that is made first by fermentation and then by distillation. In Mexico, it is often
produced from sugarcane.
With the director of taxation, Juan Navarro’s manuscript cipher under
his printed name and intended for Durango which is a state that is situated in
north-central Mexico, surrounded by the states of Chihuahua, Coahuila, Jalisco,
and Sinaloa. At the time of publication, Durango had become a great hub of commerce, as the port of Mazatlan had recently been opened and fed directly through
the landlocked state of Durango to Chihuahua and Zacatecas. This in turn drew
many people from Europe, eager to immigrate and build new businesses. Dated 25
June, 1796.
With “A la Administracion de” (to the administration of ) printed and “Alcabalas de Durango” (taxes of Durango) in manuscript at the bottom.
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

37.

Updating Aguardiente Tax
Laws in Mexico

(MEXICAN alcohol regulations: aguardiente.) [Drop title:]
[Lombardo, Francisco María]. Ministerio de Hacienda. [Mexico City: March 2, 1843.]

Bifolium: 21.6cm x 14.4cm. One headpiece. 4 pp. Fold reinforced with later paper tape.

$450.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this governmental mandate on
the taxation of aguardiente de caña nacional(rum made from Mexican sugar cane) that was
issued by the provisional President of the Mexican Republic, Nicolás Bravo, from the
suburb of Mexico City called Tacubaya. At the time of publication, Tacubaya was not
yet part of Mexico City, was a playground for the wealthy, and had many great estates
and beautiful scenery. Tacubaya is Nahuatl for “where the water is gathered.”
In this mandate from the Ministry of Finance department, Bravo defines how
much tax must be paid on those barrels that contain the equivalent of nine jars of
aguardiente. Also covered is the fact that sugar cane mills don’t have to pay a tax if their
sugar is being processed in distilleries that are already being taxed.
In writing about the mills for sugar cane, the publication refers to the “Derosne.”
Louis-Charles Derosne was a French inventor and chemist who created techniques
for distillation and refining sugar on an industrial level, so it is probable that they are
referring to a still designed by Louis-Charles Derosne.
One of the mandates which was to be completed within thirty days was for all
distillery owners to provide information on their colleagues. They are asked to turn in
a list of all other known distillers, information on the location of their factories, the
specifics on their stills, and how much each distiller is producing per month.
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

With a Manuscript Inscription Ordering that the Broadside
be Posted Publicly in Texas

38.

(MEXICAN alcohol regulations: aguardiente.) Miguel
la Grua Talamanca y Branciforte...Marqués de Branciforte.... La Soberana piedad del Rey nuestro Señor,
siempre dispuesta á llenar de beneficios y felicidades...
del Aguardiente de caña ó Chinguirito. [Mexico City,
N.p.], 1796.

Broadside: 79.6cm x 60.6cm. One historiated initial, formed by four separate
sheets being glued together, printed in four columns, signs of having been
folded four times, restoration at the center vertical fold (not affecting text),
some wear to the lower left corner (also not affecting text).
$5000.00
The rare FIRST EDITION of this enormous broadside on Aguardiente, made up of four sheets glued together and written by the viceroy of
Branciforte. The publication begins with an acknowledgment of the new
ruling that those in charge of meting out Alcabala (the Spanish tax) and
pulque regulations are now officially in charge of aguardiente as well. It then
goes on to discuss locations where it is permissible to make the beverage
and places where it is forbidden. The following are those listed as proper
locations for making aguardiente: Córdova, Orizava, Yzucar, Cuernavaca,
and Quautla Amilpas. Those places where aguardiente absolutely cannot
be made are: Mexico City, Puebla, Veracruz, Oaxaca, Valladolid, “Guanaxuato” (Guanajuato), and Guadalajara, nor in any places that are highly
populated, nor in hidden cane fields high in the mountains, or other such
inaccessible places.

Article number eight states that
El aguardiente de caña podrá fabricarse de Miel, conocida
comunmente con el nombre de Purga; de la que llaman
de Gota, del Meladillo, de la Panela ó Piloncillo, y
de la Azucar, segun convenga á cada fabricante
; sin que absolutamente pueda mezlcarse otra
cosa mas qqque agua, haciéndolo con el
mayor posible aseo.
Roughly translated to:
Aguardiente may be made
from honey, commonly known
by the name of Purga; from
what they call Gota, Meladillo, Panela or
Piloncillo, and Sugar, as appropriate to each manufacturer;
without absolutely being able to mix anything other than water, doing it with
the greatest possible cleanliness.
People in Mexico who make aguardiente must also differentiate their beverage from the Castillian version
in two ways: they must ensure that the liquid is white in color, and they must carry it in flat shaped containers, called
castañas, rather than the typical rounded containers used in Castilla.
The broadside also establishes different punishments to those who commit fraud depending on their race; a month of prison for
Mulatos, Indians, or Lobos, and the same for Spaniards of low birth. Any other class will be excused from prison but must pay a fine of 100 pesos.
With a manuscript notation “Monclova 7 de Enero de 1797” (Monclova 7 of January 1797), ordering that the broadside also be posted publicly
in the valley of Santa Rosa and kept in court for their records. The valley of Santa Rosa is 140km north of Monclova, Coahuila; Monclova became
the Spanish colonial capital of Texas in the late 17th century.
On the verso are two contemporary ink government stamps (quartillos) good for 1796-1797. The broadside is dated 9 December 1796.
¶ OCLC: The Huntington Library, Southern Methodist University, University of California (Berkeley), and Yale, to which should be added
University of California (San Diego).

39.

The Mexican Ministry of Finance Mandating
Strict Distillation Laws

(MEXICAN alcohol regulations: aguardiente.) [Drop title:]
[Trigueros, Ignacio]. Ministerio de Hacienda. [Mexico City:
September 19, 1843.]

Bifolium: 21.8cm x 14.8cm. One headpiece. [3], [1 - blank] pp. Folded slightly off-center, small tear to lower margin of last page.
$500.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this mandate with strict controls
on all distillers of rum made from sugar cane (aguardiente) within the Republic of
Mexico. It was issued by the provisional President of the Mexican Republic, Antonio
López de Santa-Anna, and written by Ignacio Trigueros, the Minister of Finance.
All stills are divided into three classes depending on their level of output, and
taxed accordingly. The distillers are being told to report to the Minister of Finance
monthly on their output, and are warned that administrators will be visiting the factories frequently so as to make sure that no fraud is being committed. In the case of
stills that have not been reported, the machinery will be confiscated, and the cost of
any court fees will be charged to the business-owner who had committed the fraud.
There is a caveat that states that this mandate does not apply to any aguardiente
made from grapes, nor does it apply to distillers of the following: essential oils; perfumery; toiletries; or pharmaceuticals.
This mandate was issued from the national palace in Tacubaya. At the time
of publication, Tacubaya was not yet part of Mexico City, was a playground for the
wealthy, and had many great estates and beautiful scenery. Tacubaya is Nahuatl for
“where the water is gathered.”
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

Taxation on Food, Aguardiente, and Fabric
in the State of Mexico

40. (MEXICAN food and alcohol regulations.) El ciudadano Manuel
Diez de Bonilla....El Congreso del Estado de México ha decretado
lo siguiente.[Mexico City]: 1835.

Broadside: 41.5cm x 26.8cm. Printed in two columns, signs of having been folded.

$1000.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this decree issued by the Governor
of the State of Mexico (one of the thirty-one states of the Federal Republic of Mexico)
from Toluca, which is the capital city of the State of Mexico and is located about thirty
miles west-southwest of Mexico City. It begins with a section that has nine articles listing
new tax regulations on commercial exports and imports of food, alcohol, and fabric to
and from the State of Mexico. This section is dated 29 May 1835.
The Congress of the State of Mexico decrees that flour, cotton, wool, and fabric
from any part of the Republic of Mexico will not be taxed in the State of Mexico. However, there will be a twenty-five percent import tax on aguardiente (rum made from cane
sugar) that is made in other states, districts and territories and sold in the State of Mexico. Aguardiente produced within the State of Mexico is subject to only six percent sales tax,
as is wood that is delivered via water, and cotton that comes from other states and urban
farms. Additionally, any aguardiente made within the state will now pay ten reales for each
barrel of aguardiente produced. All of the fruits, tobacco, or other goods that currently pay
twelve percent of taxes to the state treasury, will only pay ten percent in the future.
The second section contains seventeen articles which are put in place as a precaution
to clarify the new tax regulations and to ensure that they are carried out properly.
Issued by Manuel Diez de Bonilla from Toluca and dated 1 July, 1835.
In very good condition
¶ OCLC: University of California (Berkeley) and Yale.

41.

Expanding Agricultural Trade
in the Americas

(MEXICAN food regulations: exports to North and South America.) Miguel La Grua Talamanca...Comercio de
estos Dominios con la Islas de la América Septentrional. Mexico City, 1796.
Broadside: 43.7cm x 31.6cm. Signs of having been folded three times, small tear to outer margin at fold (not affecting text). $2500.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this proclamation stating that by royal decree, it has been decided
to open up trade routes that had previously been closed. This was so that Mexican agricultural products as
well as manufactured items made in Mexico could be sold to a far more extensive area.
The newly accessible trade areas are called “las Islas de América Septentrional,
y por el Sur con Goatemala, Santa Fe y el Perú.” These areas roughly translate to all islands of the New Spain Viceroyalty in America from
California to Peru. The author divides these regions in two: the
“Septentrional Islands” which are in the Pacific Ocean including the Californias and the Gulf of Mexico. To the South is
Guatemala to Peru as well as Central America and the Caribbean,
including Cuba, Puerto Rico, and some of the islands of Chile.
With the Marqués de Branciforte’s manuscript cipher under
his printed name and the signature in manuscript of Josef Ignacio Negreyros y Soría at the bottom. Written in manuscript in the lower left
margin is “Chihuaha 1o. De Octubre de 1796 Publiquese en el distrito de
mi Superior mando independiente del Virreynato de Mexico” (Chihuahua 1st. October 1796 Published in the district of my Superior Independent
Command of the Viceroyalty of Mexico). This is followed by the word
“[*]ava” in manuscript. On the verso are two contemporary ink government
stamps (quartillos) good for 1796-1797. The broadside is dated 31 August 1796.
In very good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

Taxation on Meat in
Mexico

42. (MEXICAN food regulations: meat.) Circular. Alca-

balas. En orden circular...remates de carnes. [Mexico
City]: 1782.

Broadside: 29.8cm x 21cm. One historiated initial. Printed recto and verso,
evidence of having been folded three times, later paper tape on verso to
mend a short tear (not affecting text).
$800.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this circular with
updated rules on the taxation of meat sold at auction. It allows for any
discrepancies in payment that may have occurred due to the lapse in time
between publication of this new ruling in Mexico City and the date that
it was posted in the applicable location.
This particular circular was posted in Durango which is a state that
is situated in north-central Mexico, surrounded by the states of Chihuahua, Coahuila, Jalisco, and Sinaloa. At the time of publication, Durango
had become a great hub of commerce, as the port of Mazatlan had recently been opened and fed directly through the landlocked state of Durango to Chihuahua and Zacatecas. This in turn drew many people from
Europe, eager to immigrate and build new businesses.
With a beautiful woodcut historiated initial showing a walled city
and a palm tree.
Signed in manuscript by Juan Navarro (who was the director of
taxation) and dated 18 January 1782.
¶ Not in OCLC.

43.

Absolute Freedom to Trade
in Wheat and Flour

(MEXICAN food regulations: wheat and flour.) Circular.
Alcabalas. Ya se havrá publicado en esa jurisdiccion el bando.
[Mexico City]: 1782.

Bifolium: 29.9cm x 21.2cm. [2], [2 - blank] pp. Unbound, signs of having been folded
three times, small water stain in three spots.
$900.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this Governmental circular which
states that the earlier edict which allowed Havana total freedom of trade in wheat and
flour, is now being extended so that “everyone can trade in wheat and flour and extract
[i.e. export] them with absolute and complete freedom to the places that they see fit,
without having to pay taxes from this Kingdom” (todos puedan comerciar en trigos y harinas
y extraherlas con absoluta ó entera libertad á los parages que les parezca, sin pagar derechos por su salida
de este Reyno). The fact that this edict had been issued first to Havana may have been
because at the time of publication, Cuba was a non-earner for Spain, and this may
have been an attempt to give Cuba an economic boost via agriculture and free trade.
This particular circular was posted in Durango which is a state that is situated in north-central Mexico, surrounded by the states of Chihuahua, Coahuila,
Jalisco, and Sinaloa. At the time of publication, Durango had become a great hub
of commerce, as the port of Mazatlan had recently been opened and fed directly
through the landlocked state of Durango to Chihuahua and Zacatecas. This in
turn drew many people from Europe, eager to immigrate and build new businesses.
With “A la Administracion de Alcabalas de” (to the administration of taxes
of ) printed and “Durango” in manuscript at the bottom.
With the director of taxation, Juan Navarro’s manuscript cipher under his
printed name and dated 28 September, 1782.
In good condition.
¶ Not in OCLC.

An Extremely Rare & Early Work
on French Wine

44. MEYSSONNIER, Lazare. Oenologie ou discours du
vin. Lyon: Louys Odin, 1636.

8vo. 8 p.l., 117, [1], [2 - blank] pp. 19th century quarter calf over pebbled
boards, vellum tips, spine gilt, glazed grey endpapers, edges stained red, corner of title page with minor paper flaw (not affecting text), lightly browned
throughout due to paper quality, faint dampstaining in the upper margin of
the final leaves. 
$15,000.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of Lazare Meyssonnier’s (16021672) very early study of wine and its various health properties. Interestingly, this is the first use of the word “oenologie,” preceding all cognate
use in other modern languages. Today, the world of wine is separated into
viticulture and oenology (the farming of wine grapes up through harvest
and the making of wine from receipt of the grapes through bottling).
In the note to the reader, Meyssonnier remarks that the book is for
the use and enjoyment of his countrymen in Mâcon (in the southern part
of Burgundy) as well as those living in the Rhône Valley and the cities
of Vienne and Bourgoin. (Meyssonnier had resided in the Rhône region
after finishing medical school in Montpellier; later he would practice
medicine in Lyon and teach surgery.) Meyssonnier states that his book is
for everyone, from the idly curious to the afflicted to interested scholars,
and promises that he will publish a second wine book that describes the
efficacy of his wine cures.

Meyssonier’s Oenologie is organized into two parts: the first discusses the history of wines as a medical cure; the wines from different regions; and the use of
wine as discussed in biblical, classical, medieval, Renaissance, and modern sources.
The second part of the book is a practical section providing various recipes for
making different wines, all of which are included for their medicinal properties.
Their various ingredients are provided, in some cases quantities, how they are prepared, mixed, and served and for which ailment they are intended. Twenty different
recipes are provided.
The book is incredibly rare. No copy is recorded in Rare Books Hub and the
only record I have for it being in the book trade is in 1979 when Edgar Soete had
a copy for 10,000FF (item n. 321); nonetheless, Vicaire records a copy having been
sold in the 19th c. (see below).
Meyssonnier also wrote works on domestic medicine and plague remedies.
With an inscription on the recto of the final blank leaf dated 1694.
A good copy.
¶ Chwartz vol. 4, “M,” p. 136; OCLC: one location in France only – Bibliothèque Sainte-Geneviève (OCLC also records a second edition published in 1639
and also known in only one copy – Bibliothèque nationale de France); Simon,
Gastronomica, 1051, and Vinaria, p. 188; Vicaire col. 598 noting the Coste copy sold for
51 francs (Jean Antoine Louis Coste’s sale of books related to Lyon was in 1853).

45.

Announcing a New Baby Bottle
That is not a Choking Hazard

OBIN, [Jean-Louis]. Il n’y a qu’Aux Trois Jumeaux que l’on trouve ces nouveaux biberons et bouts-de-sein. [Paris,
c.1838.]

25.2cm x 21.3cm. Woodblock illustrations on page one. [3], [1- blank] pp. Disbound with wear at gutter, signs of having been folded.

$500.00

An unrecorded announcement for baby bottles and nipple shields invented by Jean-Louis Obin. These nipple shields are advertised as the only ones
that are guaranteed against breakage and are available exclusively at the Aux Trois Jumeaux store. The nipples are made from cork which is encased
within a malleable rubber sleeve. In case the cork were to disintegrate (thus being a choking hazard), the rubber sleeve would catch all of the particles
and keep the baby safe from harm.
[Obin’s] Bouts-de-sein et Biberons se composent d’un mamelon en liége....il la combine avec un corps élastique et indestructible qui lui sert de soutien....cette enveloppe, qui est
transparant, laisse au liége son aspect naturel et lui donne un lisse, un moelleux qu’il n’a pas par lui-même....en supposent que le liège pût se casser, les fragmens retenus dans la
poche élastique ne pourraient jamais être avalés.
Roughly translated to:
[Obin’s] nipple and baby bottles consist of a cork nipple....he combines this with an elastic and indestructible body which serves as its support....this envelope, which is transparent,
leaves the cork its natural aspect and gives it a smoothness, a softness that it does not have by itself....assuming that the cork could break, the fragments retained in the elastic pocket
could never be swallowed.
Cleaning instructions for the nipples are included as well as a list of other articles manufactured by Obin such as rattles, necklaces, breast pumps, and
hernial belts of all sorts.
Included in the heading of the leaflet are illustrations depicting patents obtained in May of 1838; the Charter of 1830; and the logo of the “Aux
Trois Jumeaux” store integrating the inscription “Biberon Obin Brevet D’inon” (bottle Obin patent of invention) inside a bottle next to a nipple shield.
¶ Not in OCLC.

46. (PERFUME.) Late 18th century.

A Green Morocco Binding
Hides a Scent

9.5cm x 4.5cm x 1.4cm. A perfume case in the shape of a 24mo green morocco book, but upon opening, it reveals two crystal perfume bottles, each a
different shape and size, and painted in gilt, the lower portion holding the bottles is lined in blue silk. 
$1500.00
A lovely little book object hiding two lovely perfume bottles. The spine is in six compartments, with a gilt flowered branch in each compartment
(gilt partly rubbed away), an ornamental roll pattern around sides, and in the center of each board is a blind-stamped image of a bird holding a small
wreath in its beak. The edges of the binding (where the pages would be) is made of board covered in marbled paper. To open the book, one pulls
the upper half upward to reveal the hidden crystal and gilt perfume bottles sitting in sleeves encased in light blue silk. Each bottle is a different shape
and size.
The image stamped on each side of the binding is of a bird flying with a small wreath in its beak. This may be a dove carrying an olive wreath
to symbolize peace and marriage, in which case, it may be that this “perfume book” was given as a wedding gift.
In very good condition.

47.

Revolutionary Photography;
From the Archive of Venustiano Carranza,
President of Mexico 1917-1920

(PHOTOGRAPH.) [Montoya, Eustachio?] Zapatista soldiers at a restaurant, Mexico City. 1914.

Contemporary print. 12.3 x 17.6 cm.

$6500.00

This is one of the better-known press images of the Mexican Revolution, in this case documenting the Zapatista soldiers having a meal at Sanborn’s
restaurant in Mexico City. There has been much study of this photograph and another taken at the same time, but from a different angle and depicting
young women serving the soldiers. See John Marz’ Photographing the Mexican Revolution: Commitments, Testimonies, Icons (2012) and Andrea Nobel’s article
“Zapatistas en Sanborns” in the History of photography, vol. 22, issue 4, 1998.
At the time of the photograph (December, 1914), Emiliano Zapata and Pancho Villa were in control of Mexico City. Both had a new vision
for what Mexico could become and a general dislike of Venustiano Carranza. Conflicts within the city were common among the revolutionaries
and, unfortunately, an agreement could not be reached. By 1917 Carranza became president and in the following years, both Zapata and Villa would
eventually be assassinated.
In the current photo Zapatista soldiers enjoy a meal at Sanborn’s restaurant in Mexico City. Although the photo is often attributed to Augustin
Casasola, it was common for Casasola to erase attributions and claim authorship of the many news photos he accumulated for his news agency (over
half a million). However, the inscription on the back of the photograph remains and suggests a different story. On the back of our photograph is
written in pencil:
Del archivo Venustiano Carranza.
La captó esta foto el lic. Jorge Denegri
La persona que el fotografió
fue Eustachio Montoya
el [?] fotograf. de Carranza.
Approximate translation: “From Venustiano Carranza Archive. / This photo was taken by lic. Jorge Denegri / The person that he photographed /
was Eustachio Montoya / the [?] photog. of Carranza.” In Marz’ Photographing the Mexican Revolution, Marz notes that “Euatsio Montoya” was a photographer and film maker and by 1914, had become the semi-official photographer of Venustiana Carranza.
It is interesting to note that Sanborn’s was a department store founded by Californians Frank and Walter Sanborn in 1903. It was the first store
to have a soda fountain in Mexico and, ironically -- considering that it still references its connection to the Zapatistas -- today is owned by Carlos
Slim, who is purported to be the wealthiest man alive.
In very good condition.

“Noble, Handsome, Necessary,
and Plain”

48. SMITH, Robert. Court Cookery: or, the Compleat
English Cook. London: Wotton, 1723.

8vo. Woodcut head and tail pieces, woodcut decorative initials. 4 p.l., 112,
[8], 82, [14] pp. Contemporary gilt panelled calf, spine gilt in six compartments, boards lightly rubbed and cracked.
$5000.00
The rare FIRST EDITION of this delightful cook book of more than
300 recipes. Recipes range from “To make a Ragoo of Snipes” to “A Swan
Pie, to be eat cold” to “Sweet-Bread Pasties.” In the introduction we read:
TO THE NOBILITY AND GENTRY OF GREAT BRITAIN.
COOKERY being arriv’d to greater Perfection than ever in these Kingdoms, and
great Entertainments are become so common, I thought I cou’d not do a greater
Service to the Publick, than by communicating those Receipts, which I have practis’d at
COURT, and in several of your FAMILIES for above thirty Years past, in Order
to render that Art practicable and easy. It’s true, there are several Books of Cookery
already extant, but most of ‘em very defective and erroneous, and others fill’d with
old Receipts, that are impracticable at this Time. I was near eight Years with Mr.
Lamb [Patrick Lamb, author of Royal Cookery, 1710] in His Majesty’s

(King William) Reign, and therefore knew most of His Receipts and Methods
of Dressing; yet several of those Receipts, as they are now printed in His Royal
Cookery, were never made or practis’d by him...I have not indeed fill’d my Book
with Washes and Beautifiers for Ladies, or making of Ale for Country ’Squires, all
which is foreign to my Purpose; and a Person that’s well acquainted with Cookery,
cannot be also acquainted in clearing the Skin and the fining of Ale: What I have
inserted is noble, handsome, necessary, and plain...
Smith’s Court Cookery stands at the transition period between courtly
cookbooks and economic cookery.
In view of Smith’s snobbery here and in view of the title of his book...[it is] a
little unexpected that he shows himself very much concerned with economy and
with avoiding the charge of extravagance — against which Lamb had also defended
himself...Such an emphasis on economy was quite foreign to the spirit of the French
court nobility in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries...and that spirit was reflected
in the writings of their cooks who make rather grudging concessions to the needs of
their bourgeois readers. In contrast, Lamb appears to be a little on the defensive,
anticipating charges of extravagance, and Smith positively endorses the need for
economy. — Mennell, All Manners of Food, pp. 94-5.
With an early inscription of “Mrs Crockford, 1781” on the upper free
endpaper.
¶ Cagle 1001; Maclean p. 137; OCLC: New York Public Library, University of California (Los Angeles), Folger, University of Chicago, Indiana
University, University of Tulsa, University of Pennsylvania, University of
Wisconsin (Madison), Case University; Saint Joseph’s University (PA);
Harvard; and three locations outside of the United States; Oxford pp. 556. Not in Bitting (which has the second ed.), Maggs, Pennell, or Simon.

On the Manufacturing & Popularization
of Candy

49. (SUGAR.) Weatherley, Henry. A treatise on the art
of boiling sugar. London: A. G. Harston, 1864.

8vo. 2 p.l., iv, [iii]-vi, [7]-82, [17], [1 - blank] pp. Speckled half calf over
marbled boards in the style of the period, gilt roll pattern along edges of
calf, brown glazed endpapers, pages lightly browned and faint foxing to
some leaves.
$1200.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this popular study of sugar;
later editions were published in 1869, 1875, 1884, 1890, and 1903. From
the title page, one reads that the work explains “in an easy and familiar
manner, the various methods of manufacturing every description of raw
and refined sugar goods.”
A total of 137 different recipes and recommendations appear in this
book, either containing specific information about the making of a candy or general instruction on the processing of sugar. Sections include
those about the apparatus for making candy; how to handle sugar; the
use of artificial fruit essences; different types of lemon drops; “Burnt
Almond Rock or French Rock;” different types of toffee; “Barley Sugar
drops;” various cough drops; “To Ice Cocoa nut Paste;” “Boiled Sugars
in Moulds;” “Imitation Indian Corn” (a candy made to look like corn);
“On Crystallized Goods, Liqueur Bon-Bons, &c.;” types of rock candy;
“Farthing and Halfpenny Sticks;” rose lozenges; different types of jellies
and jams; lavender lozenges; “Persian Sherbet;” “On Spinning Sugar, Piping, Gum Paste, Ornaments, &c.;” Cayenne lozenges; “Imitation Cream
Ice (or Custard Ice);” “Paris Nogat;” and cherries in brandy.
On pages 34-35 appears Weatherley’s famous recipe for “Love Rock,”
a type of rock candy on a stick that has the word “Love” spelled in col-

ored candy in such a way that if it is broken, one can see the word in the
center. As he describes, once the candy manufacturer has
mastered the principal difficulties of his business, which it is hoped this book will assist
him in doing, he may try his hand at some of these special kind of goods, which take
their origin from “Love Rock,” that is, the word “LOVE,” as thus printed being seen
in the stick, wherever broken off, the dark outlines of the letters are the solid clear
sugar made in the shapes of the letters, and filled in with sugar...
About the growing desire for sugar among the English, Weatherley has
the following to say in his Preface:
The large increase in the consumption of sweets, made from boiled sugars, in the
United Kingdom, during the last quarter of a century, has arisen principally from
the cheapness and facility of manufacture derived from the introduction of machinery.
The author, having been one of the first who invented, and practically applied,
machines to the purposes for which they are used in the trade, and for which he holds
two Medals and Certificates of Honorable Mention from the Great Exhibition of
1851, trusts his experience will prove a sufficient introduction to the confidence of
his readers upon the subject he now presents to their notice.
It should be noted that England was the first to manufacture hard candies
in large quantities and Prince Albert’s Great Exhibition of 1851 was the
first time that such manufacturing was presented to the public.
The first preliminary leaf and the final 17 pages are of illustrated
advertisements for various candies, sugar processing machines, foods, and
medicines, including (but not exclusively) those by Weatherley.
“With the Author’s Compliments” is inscribed on the title page.
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: the National Library of Scotland and Cambridge University only.

50.

“The Constant Pursuit of a Moralist is to Render
all Beings Equally Happy”

(VEGAN cooking.) Gompertz, Lewis. Moral inquiries on the situation of man and of brutes. London:
printed for the author, 1824.

8vo. One folding plate representing 28 figures (printed recto and verso and
foxed due to paper quality). xi, [1], 175, [1], 4 pp. Contemporary purple cloth,
spine gilt in one compartment, yellow endpapers and pastedowns, wear to
head and tail of spine, lower outer edges of boards rubbed.
$3000.00
FIRST EDITION of this book containing one of the earliest arguments
for a vegan diet. Lewis Gompertz (1783/84-1861) was a pioneering advocate
for animal rights as well as a writer and inventor. A founding member of the
Society for the Prevention of Cruelty to Animals (begun in 1824), Gompertz
was later repudiated from the society for his promotion of an animal-free
diet, as this was considered too extreme of a position. He was also rejected
for being Jewish, because they had become a strictly Christian organization.
In this book, Gompertz writes on many subjects, but all of his arguments come from the position of promoting a society in which all living beings
are treated equally – even women. In chapter three, he discuses the ill treatment
of women as a consequence of laws being written by men. He is clearly against
all forms of hierarchy, and spends some time in this book defending vagrants
being punished by a Vagrant Act which had recently passed.
Gompertz practiced what he preached. As a man who was against the
human use of animals in all forms, he lived on a vegan diet, did not wear
leather or silk, and would not travel by horse-drawn carriages. In chapter
seven he deplores the use of animal byproducts in the form of an argument
between “Y” and “Z” on the use of tallow, stag’s horn, wool, and leather.

Although there are no specific recipes in this work on veganism, in the chapter “On the use of vegetables; and manner of cooking them,”
Gompertz shares his opinions on which vegetables he considers to be the most “nutritious and agreeable.” Listed in order of best to least disagreeable
are wheat; barley; broccoli; cauliflower; cabbage; peas; artichokes; potatoes; asparagus; turnips; spinach; parsnips; carrots; and finally, beets. He then
describes the ideal cooking time for vegetables so that they do not lose their healthful properties, and adds that “a very good soup is to be made by
stewing barley with endive, turnips, parsley, celery, and other vegetables” (p. 98).
The author places much value on the use of olive oil as a replacement for butter and fat. He allows that cooking with vegetables can result in
good flavors, but might require a more skilled cook than one who uses animal products. He considers sugar and chocolate to be “very nutritious” “at
times.” It also becomes evident that although Gompertz preferred to drink water, he was not teetotal and was comfortable with wine, malt-liquor,
and spirits in small quantities.
Gompertz’ inventions were calculated to reduce animal suffering. One such was an improved form of velocipede, an early type of bicycle. He also
invented a new mechanism for the smoother movement of carriage wheels, designed to reduce the burden on the horse, as detailed and illustrated on
the folding plate included in this book.
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: Indiana University, New York Public Library, New York State Library, Vassar, Jewish Theological Seminary, Columbia University,
and ten locations outside of the United States.

51.

An Early & Extensive Vegetarian Cookbook

(VEGETARIAN cooking.) A Lady [Mary Brotherton]. Vegetable cookery with an introduction, recommending abstinence from animal food and intoxicating liquors. London: Effingham Wilson, 1833.

8vo. Added engraved title page, small woodcut vignette on title page, and
one wood engraving in the text. 2 p.l., 451, [5], 36 pp. Original pink/purple
silk boards, chipped original printed paper label on spine, water stain to
lower board, light wear to head and tail of spine, lower edges lightly rubbed,
light foxing throughout.
$3000.00
The EXREMELEY RARE fourth edition of this early 19th-century vegetarian cook book. (Only one location is known – British Library – and
no earlier editions are recorded by OCLC.) Not only is this cookbook extremely rare, but it includes over 1200 vegetarian recipes. Although printed anonymously by “A Lady,” the recipes are by Martha Brotherton and
her husband, Joseph Brotherton, contributed the introduction.
The book is divided into the following sections: soups; omelets &
fritters; eggs; and vegetables (containing a great many recipes for boiling,
stewing, frying, and mashing up vegetables). There are only a few salad
recipes, one of which is for “Boiled Salad.” Also included are sauces;
savory pies & puddings; preparations of cheese; pancakes; pies & tarts,
cheesecakes & custards; creams & flummery; bread & buns; biscuits &
cakes; and preserved fruits & jellies. (Interestingly, although the ingredient most called upon in the jellies section is isinglass, which is derived
from fish, mention is later made of “The Irish Moss,” which is a gelatinous seaweed that can be used in place of animal-derived gelatin.) Also

included in this book are sections on pickles; cheese; syrups; lemonade &
sherbets; spoon-meat (foodstuffs that are suitable for eating with a spoon
such as porridge; polenta; groat gruel; yogurt; and curds and whey); and
“useful family receipts” (mostly a collection of medical remedies along
with a few family favorites such as chocolate and various jellies).
In the section on cheese, one of the ingredients in the recipe for
“New-Milk Cheese” is rennet. (Rennet is an enzyme derived from the
stomach lining of young cows and other ruminant animals that helps
to solidify cheese.) This is followed by a footnote that says “In Barbary,
instead of rennet, especially in the summer-season, they turn the milk
with the flowers of the great-headed thistle, or wild artichoke” (p. 295).
Although many cheeses today still use animal-based rennet, there are also
quite a few modern cheesemakers who use vegetable rennet which is often
made of those same ingredients.
The brief section on salads is introduced with the following notes
on salad-making:
Salad-herbs are cooling and refreshing, and make a graceful appearance on the dinnertable. The principal herbs used in the compounding of salads are – lettuce, cress,
mustard, radishes, sorrel, parsley, young onions, spinach-tops, corn-salad, American
cress, mint, endive, celery, young beets, beet-root (after being boiled), water-cresses,
&c.&c.
Let the herbs be fresh gathered, nicely trimmed, and repeatedly washed in salt and
water. When well drained, properly picked and cut, arrange them in the salad-dish;
but never dress a salad till just before it is wanted, as it will flatten and lose its light
appearance by standing (p. 88).

It is easy to see why the salad described above might be weighed down by the dressing recipes which follow it; the recipes contain hard-boiled eggs,
cheese, cream, oil, and other heavy ingredients.
Mary Brotherton’s husband, Joseph Brotherton, eventually became the leader of the Bible Christian Church which in 1847 founded the Vegetarian Society. The church predominantly stressed the temperance element of the diet, although this was based upon more fundamental notions regarding
the necessity of moral and spiritual renewal. The church formed part of what could be termed “the proletarian enlightenment” in which urban, industrialized areas, particularly in the north of England, came to form key centers of radicalism and non-conformity, fostering a culture of working-class
self-education and improvement. In this environment, vegetarianism thrived, and through the early to mid-19th century, the diet remained connected to
ideas of reform, both individual and societal. The Brothertons were active in the promotion of a multitude of causes such as pacifism, abolitionism,
opposition to corporal and capital punishment, and democratic reform.
The final forty pages of this book is a catalogue of “New, Useful, & Valuable Books, published by Effingham Wilson, Royal Exchange.”
With a lovely added engraved title page showing a vegetarian banquet draped with grape vines heavy with fruit. There is also an unusual long,
skinny Scottish bookseller’s ticket on the upper pastedown from “OGILVIE, Argyle Street. GLASGOW.”
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: British Library only.

“The Next Generation, if reared wisely...will Not Think
the Renunciation of Flesh any Sacrifice”

52.

(VEGETARIAN cooking.) Newman, Francis William. Essays on diet. London: Kegan Paul, Trench, &
Co., 1883.

8vo. vi, [1], [1 - blank], 136 pp. Original brown black-stamped cloth.

$1000.00
The FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this book of essays on vegetarianism written by Francis William Newman (1805-1897). Newman was a
classical scholar and a moral philosopher. During his tenure as president
of the Vegetarian Society from 1873 to 1883, there was rapid growth in
terms of membership to the society, its income and influence. In this
work, which is considered to be his most important writing on vegetarianism, Newman presents seven of his philosophical dietary lectures given
between 1868 and 1876.
The first essay focuses on the practicality of a vegetarian and teetotal diet that is far more cost effective than the meat-heavy diet. Newman
points to a study done on a pig farm in Cincinnati, Ohio, which showed
that the grain used to feed pigs destined for butchery would have fed four
times the number of people than those who profited from the meat of
the pigs. In the next essay, Newman defines the purpose of the Vegetarian
Society as “having for its end...to eat naturally, healthfully, reasonably,
and ...spiritually” (p. 7).

In the following chapters, Newman expounds upon the subjects of
what foods vegetarians may comfortably eat, including an argument for
a vegan diet, or conversely, a pescatarian diet in the hopes of sparing the
poor from bad meat and other unhealthy foods. He also writes on the
cruelty to animals who are raised for meat: “no one has yet found a remedy for the clumsiness of butcher’s boys” (p. 44). He compares cultures
from around the world based on their general state of health and what
their diets mainly consist of.
On the vegetarian diet, Newman highlights the growing ease of
finding a rich and varied selection of foods due to the expanding variety
and increased supply from both Britain and the rest of the world. On
page 81, he details many ingredients that he finds superior to meat in their
variety and flavor, such as vegetable broth; mushrooms; ketchup; pepper,
salt, and spices; and herbs (mint, thyme, lemon thyme, sage, fennel, tarragon, marjoram, horse-radish), all of which can add great taste to various
leaves, roots, grain and pulse. He concludes the final essay by writing that
“the next generation, if reared wisely with a better taste, will not think
the renunciation of flesh any sacrifice, but will feel itself abundantly rich
in the marvellous variety of vegetarian flavours” (p. 136).
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: Washington State University, Columbia University, Cornell, New York Academy of Medicine, University of Chicago, Indiana
University, Boston Public Library, Harvard, National Agricultural Library and five locations outside of the United States.

53.

An Extremely Rare Work
on Vinegar

(VINEGAR.) [Cadet de Gassicourt, Charles-Louis.]
Mémoire sur la fermentation acéteuse, et sur l’art du
vinaigrier. [France, c.1806.]

8vo. Thirteen printed tables in the text. 35, [1 - blank] pp. Modern light
blue cloth boards, blue morocco label on spine, faint spotting to title page.

$2500.00
The extremely rare FIRST & ONLY EDITION of this work on the art
of making vinegar, with a comparison of sugar-based vinegars to alcohol-based or acetous vinegars. The author was able to conclude that in
the absence of sugary matter, alcohol can be used if the liquor already ferments by itself (“qu’à défaut de matière sucréeon peut employer l’aclool, si
la liqueur fermente déja par ell’même”). These findings are documented in
the carefully charted experiments whose tables are included within the text.
The General Catalogue of the Bibliothèque national de France attributes this text to the illegitimate son of Louis XV on the basis of the mention in the title of “Pharmacien ordinaire de S. M. L’Empereur” (“regular
pharmacist of H. M. the Emperor”). Charles-Louis Cadet de Gassicourt
(1769-1821) was the illegitimate son of the King and was later adopted by
his mother’s husband, Louis-Claude de Gassicourt (1731-1799) an eminent
chemist. Cadet de Gassicourt was much influenced by the many scientists
who came to visit his adoptive father. He became known simply as “Cadet”
and was a prolific author, as well as an experimenter, chemist, lawyer, and
pharmacist. He was also a gourmand and enjoyed approaching gastronomy
with a scientific approach. In addition to Mémoire sur la fermentation acéteuse, he
wrote his dissertation on coffee in 1806 and the Cours Gastronomique in 1809.
In very good condition.
¶ OCLC: one location outside of the United States only.

The Nutritional Properties of Birds’ Nests

54. WANG,

Chi Che. The Chemistry of Chinese preserved eggs and Chinese edible birds’ nests. Chicago:
University of Chicago, 1921.

8vo. 1 p.l., [429]-452 pp. Original printed wrappers. 

$950.00

The extremely rare FIRST SEPARATE EDITION of two essays
by the Chinese-American biochemist and civic activist Chi Che Wang
(1894-1979) on edible birds’ nests. The first is entitled “The composition
of Chinese edible birds’ nests and the nature of their proteins.” The second is “The isolation and the nature of the amino sugar of Chinese edible
birds’ nests.” Both were received for publication on the 26th of September,
1921.
The first essay begins:
The edible birds’ nests are gelatinous substances produced by certain swifts, the
Collacalia, natives of Malaya and Celon. The nests, constructed in caves on the
seashore, are collected while they are still moist and made into various shapes. The
lowest grade is sold in the form of coarse powder. The higher the grade, the whiter the
color and fewer the feathers and twigs. Owing to their high price, their use is limited
to a delicacy at the feasts of the wealthy and a food for convalescents and the aged.
Wang concludes, after an analysis of the chemistry of birds’ nests, that
they are a source of protein, nitrogen, and carbohydrates, although the
protein is “of an inferior quality. The second essay focuses on the sugars
to be found in birds’ nests.
Chi Che Wang was an important and interesting scientist. She got
her bachelor’s degree from Wellesley College in 1914, a Ph.D in nutrition
and chemistry from the University of Chicago in 1918, and helped found

the Chicago Chinese Women’s Club. She taught at the University of Chicago, conducted medical research for the Michael Reese Hospital, and was
elected a fellow of the American Association for the Advancement of Science in 1922. She did research in children’s metabolism, taught at Northwester
University Medical School, and worked for the Mayo Clinic. She also provided clinical laboratory demonstrations for the Woman’s World’s Fair in
Chicago.
Wang’s research, “resulting in numerous publications, was on the chemistry of biological fluids, food products, energy, mineral and protein
metabolism of obese and undernourished children and adults” – Ogilvie, Biographical dictionary of women in science, p. 1345.
On the title page it is noted that this is a “Private Edition, Distributed by the University of Chicago Libraries...Reprinted from The Journal of
Biological Chemistry.”
In fine condition.
¶ OCLC: three locations outside of the United States.

55.

Vine Cultivation in Japan

(WINE: Japanese viticulture.) Takenaka, Takuro.
Hazurai kaju yōran. Tokyo: Maeda Masana, Meiji 17
[1884].

8vo. Engraved title page, fifty illustrations (all but one full page) in the text.
[77] ll. (including engraved title page). Original printed boards, red cloth
spine, faint spotting to boards, upper and lower free endpapers plus title
page and last leaf heavily browned due to paper quality, final leaf stuck to
lower free endpaper and torn (just touching one word, but sense still very
clear).
$5500.00
The extremely rare FIRST EDITION of this richly illustrated work
on the cultivation of Western vines and fruit trees imported to Japan,
including twenty-seven pages devoted to grapes which list information
about where the grapes come from, their shape and taste, and whether
they are best for making wine or as table grapes. The grapes depicted are
Muscat of Alexandria; Meslier Noir (an extremely rare varietal that can
only be found in Jura, France today); Johannesburg Riesling; Delaware (a

table grape that is grown primarily in the United States and Japan); Black
Hamburgh (otherwise known as Black Muscat); and Zinfandel. Although
printed in Japanese, there are many captions in English and French. Interestingly, this book was printed in the same year that there was a phylloxera
outbreak in Japan.
The publisher, Maeda Masana (1850-1921), was a pioneer in Western studies. He was one of the first Japanese travelers to be allowed to
study in France, where he stayed for a number of years, learning about
French agriculture, including viticulture.
The other plants that are represented in this agricultural handbook
are multiple species of peaches; raspberries; cherries; pears; figs; apples;
and almonds.
With a bookseller’s ticket on the lower pastedown.
In good condition.
¶ OCLC: one location in Japan only.
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